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POLICY STATEMEN 

The primary aim otMu!tivariate Experimental Clinical Research is to provide 

a publication outlet for research in the areas covered and indicated currently by 

the terms personality study, clinical diagnosis and therapy, extending into the 

learning, social, physiological, applied and developmental aspects of these. 

Although due representation is given to theoretical articles which may have a 

methodological basis, the journal is not one of multivariate statistical methods. 

Although multivariate in outlook, both manipulative and non-manipulative 

research is accepted. In fact preference is given to dynamic, manipulative and 

time-sequential studies. Particular encouragement is provided for pioneer expert

mental attacks on what is designated personality dynamics and motivation, as 

well as the natural expansion thereof into structured learning theory. 
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During the past chree years, tw~~~xtfof the Editorial ~ icy "'1 ~ti$. 
Board for MECR passed awaY, ~~~q~ lloyle of Bond Uflii orsif '1 ~ 'I) 
ty and the University of Quee~~Vtlrbas written a tribute fi ,1n hese/l) , ~D~.t• 
two major figures of psychology. c:IJ 'c c..7 

r- 'r 
Ibymond B. Cattell 

\9->1 
/., [' 2 
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Raymond R. Cattell, Ph.D., D.Sc. who was born near Bir
mingham, England on March 20, 1905, died in Honolulu on Febru
ary 2, 1998. Professor Cattell was one of the two greatest and most 
prolific contributors to the science of human personality during the 
20111 century (the other being Professor Hans Eysenck, Ph.D., 
D.Sc.). 80th were cducaLcd at the University of London. and while 
Cattell pursued his academic career in prestigious USA universities 
(e.g. Harvard, Clark, Columbia, Duke, lllinois), Eysenck undertook 
his lifelong work at the Institute of .Psychiatry, London. It is indeed 
ironic that the world would lose the two most eminent personality 
researchers within tho space of only a fow weeks. 

So prominent were these two men, that their work is now en
shrined in the Cattcllian and Eysenckian Schools of Psychology, 
respectively. Critics of the psychology of individual differences 
have often claimed that the use of factor analysis has "only led to 
con fusion - since Eysenck found three factors, while Cattell found 
16 factors" within the personality domain. Yet, these critics failed 
to understand that Cattell ond Eysenck were talking about personal
ity measurement at different levels wilhin the hierarchical trait 
model. Cattell concentrated on primary state and troit factors. while 
Eysenck focused on broader secondary (typological) dimensions. 
Indeed, at the second-order l6PF level, che degree of communality 
between the Cattcllian and Eysenckian factors was striking! As the 
late Hans Eysenck { 1984) stated, "The Cattell and Eysenck con
structs and theories should be seen, not as mutually contradictory, 
but as complementary and mutually supportive." 

Cattell has received numerous academic awards and prizes 
including the Darwin Fellowship. the Wenner-Gren Prize of the 
New York Academy of Science, the APAIETS award for outstand
ing contributions to statistical methodology, the Dobzhansky 
Award for his behaviour genetics research, to mention but a few. In 
recognition of Cattell's pre-eminent standing, each year the Ameri
can Educational Research Association (AERA) bestows the prestig
ious Raymond 8. Cattell Award on an outstanding researcher. 
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Likewise, the Society for Multivariate Experimental Psychology 
(SM P) confers the Cnll.cll /\ward on a distinguished multivariate 
hchavioura l scientist. As an illustration of fhlj high cu Ii brc of the 
winners of the prestigious at tell Award, it SU'fficcs to mention that 
one such recipient wa the cmin nt UCLA scientist. Dr. P~ter 
Bentler, eminent auth l'ity on structural equation modelling, who 
devised the sophisticated and highly renowned EQS stati.stic:ul 
package. 

Professor Cattell has often been dcs(;ribcd as psychology's 
"master strategist." Indeed, Raymond Cattell was simultaneously 
pre-eminent in several. ubstantivc and methodological fields of 
psycho logy. A 1 ongside other 0LltSt.1n ding con tri h utors such as 
Freud. Skin11cr and ·ysc11ck, he is ranked among the w~1rld'8 10 
most bi ghly cited psychologists of all time. Cattell published prn
digionsly, with more than SS subsrnntial hooks, and well over 550 
scholarly articles and ,iumerous book chapters to his crcd it. Scien
tific psychology has benefited monumc111ally from Cattcll's mn. -
sivo contribution, uot only in the field of psychometrics und. psy• 
chological tcsl construction, brn also from his ex.tensive contribu
tions to theory (e.g. his model of stali>trait anxiety; also his struc
tured personality-learning lhcol'y), methodology (e.g. exploratory 
factor analysis), behaviour genetics (e.g. his method of multiple 
abstract variance analysis), and empirical psychometric investiga
tion (e.g. his prolific contributions to the mullivl:iriate measurement 
of intellectual abilities and crcativiLy- his distinction between 
fluid and crysta!list:d ability; normal and abnormal personality 
traits; dynamic motivation trnits; and transitory mood states). Cat
ttdl uncompromisingl.y employed scientific rnethotl combined with 
factor analysis to elucidate the major intrapcrsonal psychological 
strnctures. 

Cattell was responsib le for constructing numcmus mttltidimcn
sional psych I ,ical tests such as the Sixteen Personality Factor 
Questionnaire ( l 6PF), the Clinical Analysis Que tionnaire (CAQ), 
the (objective) Motivation Analysis Test (MAT), the Eight State 
Questionnaire (8SQ), the Culture-Fair lntclligencc Tests, und the 
Comprehensive Ability Battery (CAB), to mention but a few. He 
was also instrumental in devising the most con1prchcnsivc battery 
of truly objective personality tests (Objective.Analytic Battery) 
currently available, theroby miIJimising the severe limitations 
associated with the item transparency of self-report questionnoircs 
and inventories. ln addil'ion, Cattell was involved in rhe establish
t11ent of the highly productive test publishing company - the lnsl.i
tutc for Pcrsnnality and Ability Testing {JPAT) based in the Unit0d 
s1·atcs. 

ii 
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Regarding his conLribulions to factor analytic methodology, 
Cattell devised the Scree Tes! for the number of factors to extract. 
now a stanu!lrd fca t urc of factor una lysis pro grams in omni bus 
statistic11! packages such as SPSS. ln uddition, he created various 
rotational programs, both analytic (such as Maxplanc), and copolog
ic!ll (such ns Rotop!ot). He also devised the factor pattern similarity 
and congruence coefficients , and pioneered factor analytic stud ics 
involving a variety of designs such as P-tcchniquc ('"person factor 
ing" ofan individtl!ll's responses on a psychometric test over say 
300 consecutive days), and dR-tCL:hniquc ("differential R factoring 
of change :;cor~s across different occasions, enah Ii ng emp i ri ca 1 
elucidation of stutes, as opposed to tro.i t dimensions derived from 
sing!c-oecnsion R-factoring"). 

Catte 11 's pi onceri ng research was comprchcns i vc iln<l brca th lak
ing in :.cope anct vision, C(ltnhining hoth multivariate cxperimcntul 
and multi<liim:nsion<1l corrclalional approaches within his research 
designs. Perhaps, no other psychologist has had as much influence 
on both the breadth and depth of contcmrorary scicnti ric psycholo· 
gy, os has Raymond Cattell . 

Profe~sor Cattell provided a model of the complete psychologist 
in an age of specialisation. I le stands without peer in his crcntion of 
c1 uni 1icd theory of individual di ffcrcnecs, intcgrnti ng intcl lcc!Uu I, 
tern pcramcn ta], antl dynamic persona Ii t y domains. C n q ucst ion ably, 
Cattell is among on e! itc group or cmi ncnt individuals who have 
mos I in 11 ucnccd the sci en ti fie di red ion of modern psychology. 
C<1ttell continued to write books and to publish scholarly papen; up 
until ::i I most the time of his death. Among the many psychulogical 
lt.:sls that he constructed, the l 6PF is still the most highly cited self
rcp(•rl mca~urc of the normal personality sphere. It has withslood 
the test of cri l ical scrutiny for almosT three dccndcs, and remains 
the tnl)S\ comprehensive measure. being based on methodologically 
sound factor annlysis of lhc personality trnit lexicon. Cattell empha
sised cross -cu I tura 1 val i dA Ii on. and scvcrn l of his psychomctri e 
instruments have been translated into languages other than English 
( c .g. the Spanish 16P F, am.I Spanish Culture-Fair I ntcll igen cc 
Tt)sts). 

Raymond Cattell displayed an apparently unlimited capacity for 
work and achie'l'·ement. beyond that of most others. At the same 
time he had a wonderful sense ol'humour, a:; attested by the great 
admiration and respect shown for him. Cattrdl served as an inspira
tion to thous ands of sludcn ts and col I cagucs, a uu promoted in tcrna
tional research collaboration on a gmnd scale, showing the way par 
e.n:e/lence. For ex.ample, Cattell was instrumental in the founding 
of Lhc international Socie~v of M11!tivariate F.;,.-,i,•rinu'nlul P.1ycholo-

iii 
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gy, and the highly renowned sc ientific journal Multivariate Be
huFioral Re.mm:h. Perusal of the ( J 988) Handbook qf MultivaricHc> 
Experimental Ps:vd10/ogy, prnvidcs some insight into the extent to 
which he was able to bring so rnany eminent scic11tists together in 
mutual undertakings. Professor Cattell had impeccable credentials, 
awe-inspiring drive, and a gifted intellect. making him stand "head 
and shoulders" above almo tall other 20111 century p:,;ychologists. 

Hans J. Eysenck 

Hans Jurgen Eysenck. Ph.D., D.Sc., Emeritus Professor of 
Psychology, Institute of J>sychi<1try, London University. Born 
Berlin March 4, 1916. Dic<l London September 4, 1997. 

Hans Eysenck was a gentle and kind rnan. It is indeed ironic, 
that his professional liCc was surrounded by accusations of racism, 
and violent attacks by hysterical, abusive mobs which prevented 
him from speaking in public during his early visits to Austnilia in 
relation !o his c1npirical observations on race and intelligence. One 
only had lo meet and speak with the mun to realise that he was no 
racist. In contrnst, he was an objecLivcly detached scientist, and a 
truly humane person who befriended many around hirn1 with his 
generosity and warmth. Growing up in Germany, he detested the 
rise of llitler, and in 1934 al age 18 years, he emigrated from hi:,; 
troubled homeland, cvc1ll1ially settling in London. 

Eysenck received his Ph.D. in psychology from the University 
of London in 1940 and subsequently was employed as a research 
psyclH)logi tat Mill llill Emergency Hospital {1942-1946). Since 
J 946, he held the joint appointments of Lecw1·c1· in Psychology at 
the U nivcrsity of London and also Director of Psychology at 
Maudslcy Hospita I. From 1949- ! 950 he was a visiting pro Cessor nt 
the University of Pennsylvania, and later at the University of Cali
fornia ( 1954). Since 1955 he ha:,; been Professor r Psychology at 
the Institute of Psychiatry, University of London. Thus, his lifetime 
wotk as a behavioural scientist was tirmly rooted within~ "rcol
lifc'' c linical environment, enabling him to make important ad
vances in both psychological diagnosis and treatment. 

Eysenck was a hanl-nosod scientist, who based all his profes
sional conclusions on empidcal observations. As a sch:ntist, he did 
not stray from his experimental findings, irrespective of whether 
such findings were "politically correct'' or "socially palatable." 
His empirical research findings showing a strnng gcneti influ~ncc 
on per ·onality and abilities, sparked a howl of protests, particularly 
in Australia and the USA. Racist groups deliberately misrepresent-

Wit hlta sta.te u nlv~rslty Llbrarlct_s 

l lllllll llll lllll lllll l\lll l!\ll lllll \l\l 1111 
- 82623 59 iv 
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cd his condusit,ns, laking his comment~ oul or context, in order tl1 

serve their own biased prejudices. 

E:spec i al I y among the l~uropl,,)an psycho I og ii:a I corn mun i ty, 
Eysenck was hdd in tlrn hi!:;hcs1 possible esteem. Fllr cxmnplc, aL 
the 1991 sci en! i fie meeting of the lntcrnnti onal Soc icty for the 
Study of lndividuril Differences. a dinner in his honour wm; hdd in 
Hallio! College, U~lord University. The nc~t day. well over '.)()0 
psychologists from all over the work] took part in a group photo
graph, wi1h the great mm1 in the centre. 

E yscnck also 1·0cc i vcd many atcol ad cs and u \~a rd s for hi~ 
cxl rclllc ly prnd igious res ca rch and prnl i fie pub 1 ica t ioti. r le was 
honoured for hb (.;Onsln11;ti(,11 1li' ii.H:tor unalylical ly based psy
chologica I Les ls, his research inlo cl eve loping clinical thernpeulic 
i11tcrvenlions based on behaviour modification. and countlcsi. other 
studies within <l ivc1:ic areas of psychology, such as his research into 
l,!;L'llct ic -en vi ronnwnta l contri hut1011s to in<1 iv itl lrn I <1 i ITcrcnccs in 
personality and tthilitics. 

Morr.: recently, l·:yscnck was keynote speaker at llic fo1ema1io11 -

a! Coniress on Strns and I li·alth, Sydney, October, 19tJ6. Im mc
diatcly l.lftcrwnrds, he also visited Quccnsl,md, where he spoke al n 
number of venues nn his long-k·rm prospective studies inlo 1 he rnlc 
ol' persona lily-stress in cancer ,me\ coronary heart cliscrisc mortality. 
and his studies i mo the efficacy of cogn itivc-hchav iourn I autonomy · 
1rnining in delaying or preventing dcnth from cancer or<.'! It). 

Perusa 1 of the Srwial S('inw,',\ C'ilillion Index ( SSC I) rcwals Lhal 
Eyscn i.:k is Lhc mos L highly cited Bri Lish psycho lo gist ever. J l is 
several hundred scientific p:1pcrs in scholarly journals, countless 
book ch a pt en;, and p I ctho rn or r uh Ii sh cd book :s, de rnons trn t cs his 
pro l i fie p uh! ication rccmd. Eysenck he Id many ~en ior ct.I itori al 
positions, including Founding l,dilor ur lll'ht11·io1w Rc.\'l'£1rch u11d 
Therap\', and nlong with his wife (Sybil) was Editor-in-Chief of 
Paumalily and individ1111/ D///~n!11cr.J.1', 

IT ans Eysenck revel led in polemic~ und cunlruvcrsy, hoth in his 
writings and in his debates with academic colleagues lll1 Lclcvision 
and clscwhcn:. in which he was supreme. No doubt, his contribu
tions to the psychological debate on Lhc uti I ity or psychnthcrnpy, 
and the rol c of genetic intlllcnccs on int cl ligencc, have fueled the 
controversy surrounding him much of his professional li fc. Huwcv
Cl', by the time he had f'ul ly rcsrondod lo question:,; or critical state
ments, many of his academic opponent~ may have frlt quite une
qual to the drnllcngc. 

V 
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EARLY JDENTTFICATION OF BOYS AT RISK FOR 
TREATMENT DROPOUT IN A 

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER 

Sus.an J. Raines 
Ronald C. Force 

Charles A. 13urdsal 
Wichita Stale Univcrsi1y 

ABSTRACT 

This stu<ly introduces the Ellrly Adaptntion Mc<1surc (EAM), an instrument lor 
early prediction of treatment completion in rcsidcnti al lrcatmcnt foci I itics. The 
EJ\M is ba!>cd on clinicians' ohscrvations of clients' hchaviors during the !1rsl six 
weeks of n:si<lcnce. An exploratory factor analysis wus conducted on EAM data 
cul lccted 011 266 residents of a residential treatment cc mer serving male adoles
cent::;. Th.: following six facton, were extracted: Ruic Con formant, Peer Conflict. 
Trcalrni.:nt Plttn Endorser. Socioprtthy, and Positive Attitude . Fnctor scores were 
computed for each youth on these niL:tors, and a di scri mina nt function ;m:::ilys is 
was rcrformcd on the data. Resu I ts of th is :111,dysis showed that 1 he I ·. AM has 
some ability to identify which boys will and will not complete treatment. The 
implkalions of using the EAM to improve treatment plnnning arc dis<.:ussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

One ,1 ft he hi ghcst priorit i c~ in res idcn ti DI trc:::t rmc111 ccn tcrs ( RTC · s) for 
adolescents with bchavior problems is dLwcloping for csch resident an in<lividu:::il
izcd treatment plan focused nn minimizing post-tn:at111cnt disabilily and offend
ing,/\ lypical trcmmcnt pl:::tn includes both short- and long-tcnn goals for improv
ing targeted hchaviors within n well defined Lime frame, which takes inlo account 
the youth's projected length of stay. The expectation is that by the time tht: youth 
is discharged she or he wil I h.ivc cl eve loped and incorporated more :::td :::tpl i vc 
behaviors in pivotal meas such as problem solving, anger management, soei.il 
skills, and study h,1bil8. Treatment and transition programs arc designed to eni;urc 
that these ski I ls wi IJ carry over to the posHrcatmcnt environment One of the 
most frustrnting problems in residential treatment i:; that a large minorily or youth 
do not slay in the program long cnOuf;!;h to reach their lrcatrncnt goals. 

Residents in RTC's who complete treatment have been found to fare better 
than those who do not complete. Klingspom, Force, & Burdsal ( 1990) slu<lie<l the 
effects of various degrees llf treatment completion on long-tcnn outcome for 592 
boys admitted to the Saint Francis Academy. a licensed psychiatric treatment 
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facility. The residents were soncd into ten classifications of dismissal lhat reflect
ed the circumstances under which each hoy let! the agency. The lar~cst group was 
"Tn:atmcnl Plan Complcters." followed in order by those who were unrespon
sive within the program, had intractable chronic problems, cx.hibiccd acute and 
drastic-acute misbehavior. were deserters. were expelled from public school. or 
were im.:arccratcd, and a few who were withdrnwn by parents. withdrawn by 
others, or discharged hy the agency for being. u negative lcad<'r'. t\ treatment plan 
completer was defined .is u boy who had been recommended by his treatment 
tcatn for release because he had sutlicicmly met his trcatmenl goals. Al two year 
follow-up, the group of c.:ompktc1·s was found to be doing signi ticantly bell er on 
measures or socialized coping than were any of !he other groups cx..:cpt those few 
boy5 who h11d been removed from the agency by their parents after cunsi<lcrablc 
treatment. 

Although clinicians at most RTC's that serve youth with emotional :rnd be
havioral problems recognize that treatment completion increases the likelihood of 
a positive long term outcome, a review of the literature reveals that few llf these 
agencies conduct research on client charactcri:;til:s related to treatment comple
tion. However. there is a considcrnblc body of research on treatment completion 
in the mol'c specialized <lrug and alcuhol (D & A) treatment programs. Some of 
the client variables considered in thest: studies arc also relevant to rc~idcntial 
treatment of more broadly behavior disordered youth. Some arc not. For example, 
variables such as ngc, cognitive functioning, legal involvement, und level of 
psychological/psychiatric problems (Altcnnan, Kushner & Holahan, I 990) apply 
to youth in RTC's as well as those in drug and alcohol treatment. Yet, other 
variables such as ndherencc to 12-stcp philosophy (Kingrcc, 1995), and drug 
iibuse pattern, (Pckarik. & Jones, 1986) ore mon: specific to D & A treatment. ln 
general, researchers in D & A programs have considered two types of variables 
that could apply to youth in RTC's: demographic varioblcs, and personality 
characteristics. 

Researchers have studied a variety of demographic variables that prcdicl client 
retention in D & /\ programs including age, gender, educntion, type of admission, 
ethnicity, legal involvement, and family income (13ackcland & Lundwall. 1975, 
Siddall & Conway, 1988, Stark, 1992). Ry analyzing case records of 5827 clients 
in the Washington State Substance Abuse Monitoring System, Wicki1.cr, ct al. 
( 1994} found that, in general, clients who were older at the time of treatment, 
clients with more education, and those referred through a central asscssinenl 
center were more likely to complete treatment. Regarding ethnicity, they found 
that, compared to other ethnic groups, NaUve Americans were more likely to drop 
out of treatment. Considering youth between the ages of JO and 19, Wickizer ond 
his colleagues (Wickizer, et 111., 1994) reported that two variables, monthly 
hom,..:hold iocome and number of children in the household were related to client 
retention in treatment. 

Schnoll. Goldstein. Antes. & Rinella (1980) examined the relationship bet
ween legal involvement and completion of inpatient D & A treatment in 2489 
patients ut Eagleville Hospital & Rehabilitation Center. They observed that males 
with any legal involvement arc more likely to complete inpatient treatment than 
males with no legal involvement. However, among the females they found no 
significant difference in retention rates of those with or without legal invulvc
ment. To study personality characteristics related to treatment retention, research~ 

2 
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crs in D & A programs have often used the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (MMPI; Beckman & Bardsley. l 986: Keegan & Lahm·. 1979; Pekarik, 
Jones, & Bloodgett, 1986). In a review of the I iteraturc on attrition from drug an<l 
alcohol treatment, Stark {1992) 110tcd that elevated scores on the MMPI Psycho
rathic Deviant (Pd) scale have repeatedly been associated with program non
completion. However, other researchers maintain that the MMPl and other psy
chometric measures hnvc not been useful io predicting treatment attrition. 
Sch roe de r, Bowen, and Twcml ow ( 19 82) rcpo ncd t hut studies using the Y1 M Pl, 
16PI:\ and other measures of pcrsom1lity and psychopathology yielded limited, 
und in some cases, connicLing results. likewise, Craig ( 1984) found that rcw of 
the MMPI scales were useful fur idcntit:,ring persons likely Lo drop out of treat
ment. 

In addition to demographic and personality fac1ors, -'>omc researchers ht1ve 
been i nlen::stcd in the effect of inlcru-:tiona I varia blcs on sw.:ccssfu I trcn tmcm 
compkl ion . Si<ld<'ll I and Conway { l 988) determined that two intcrnctiona I varia
bles, degree of social support. arid family involvement in trcalment, were asso
ciated with clii;:nl n:tention and success in an adult rcsi1.k'ntial drug treatment 
center. They also found involuntary admL'ision uod employment at discharge to he 
predictive of complelion. 

Variables rrom ull thc D & A research reviewed above came from three types 
of sources; i ntervicws, dicnt records, and psychological tests. Variables based on 
direct behaviornl ohscrva1ion within the trcmmcnt setting arc notably lucking. The 
purpose of the present study is to test the usefulness of an instrument for preclict
ing successful treatment completion in residential programs, which is hascd on 
client behaviors which arc ohscrvablc early in trealmcnt. lf clinic:ians can quickly 
recognize youth who arc at risk for premature termination, it is much more likely 
that adjustments c:m be made in the treatment plan which will keep these youth in 
treatment ancl enable them to suct.:ecd. The Early Adapliition Measure was devel
oped lo give clinicitir1s a tool for making such predictions. 

M~TIIOD 
Tllli TRh/\TMENT F/\CfJ .ITY 

The current research was conducted at a residelllia! treatment center which is 
comprised of three 26-bccl units, two in K1rnsm., and one in New York. The facility 
provides commu11ity-hascd treatment for adolescent mnlcs with behavior disor
der:,;, who have been judged to be appropriate fur this relatively oix;n setting. 

Treatment is broad-based and eclectic. Following clinical t1sscssmcnt, an 
individualized treatment plan is developed fur each resident. This plan is ovcn;cen 
hy his primary counselor. Trcatmcnl usually includes individual, group nnd 
family therapy. Spcci fie goals arc set for crich youth, and progress toward crieh 
goal is cval uatcd q uartcrl y hy all cl in ic,d staff persons invo lvcd with the boy. 
Each resident is invited to take part in developing and revising his treatment plan. 

SUBJECTS 

Subjects in this study were 266 boys admitted to the agency between lhc years 
1990 and 1996. At the time of admission the rnngc of ages for these boys was 11 
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to 17 years, and they were in school grades 7 through 12. The most frequent 
diagnoses were within the disruptive behavior disorders. 

The mean length of stay for all subject was IO months. Of l'he residents 
included in the tudy, 66% completed their tr atmcnt plan. Those who completed 
had a mean length or stay of 12 months. Non-cornplcters, on the otl1cr hand had a 
mean length of stay of 8 month~. 

INSTRUMENT 

The Early Adaptation Measure {EAM) wns developed as an ''c(lrly nH.lnr" 

rating of whieh youth were more likely to be treatment plan completers, and so, 
I ikel y t.o be succcs1- ft1 l in post- treatment Ii fe outside the residential treutmenl 
facility. Interest in designing such fln instnunenl first [Hose \'-''ithin the agency 
bccuuse of comments from counsclo rs regarding youths who became post
treatment outstanding successes, or who failed to compl ete treatment. When a 
faile<l case was being reviewed it wos not uncommon to hear a primary counselor 
mukc a statement such as"[ could tell that boy wasn't going to make it when he 
waJkc<l in the door." 

Or, in other cases, there was con cnsus among counselors amt staff that there 

had been signs early on that a particu,lar boy would succeed. uch i:;latcmcnts 
from counselors would ugge ·t !'hat certain h0hoviors and attitudes evident catly 
in a hoy's stay can be considered red nags indicating th::it to be successful in his 
current placement, this child will require longt:r or more intensive treatment, a 
special mentor, clc. 

Research staff m the agency turned these speculations into a lcstahlc hypothe
sis: That there arc certain behaviors that can be ohscrved by primary counse l r 
during a boy's first six weeks of residence that may predict whether m not the 
boy will complete his treatment plan. The EAM was developed to gnther data for 
testing this hypothesis. 

One of the most prominent fcnllircs oflhc EAM is its reliance on obscrvahle 
beb.:1viors. For example, 1hc first set of questions asks how well the youth has 
adjusted within the agency's cnvirnnment, including chores, chapel attendance, 
and dress code. (See appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire). Each of Lhesc is 
rated on a 5-poinl Liker! Scale. Asimilar 6-point scale is used tn as 'CSS spec i fie 
hehaviors such as frequency of fighting with other boys, making eye contact witb 
staff per ons, and joining optional activilics. 

Several q\Jcstions focus specilically on the treatment plan. Tile rnun!:>clor is 
asked to fodicale to what degree the boy accepts his plan, is enthusiastic aboul it, 
is involved in its planning, and the probability that the youth 1,1,•ill complete his 
treatment plan. 

Another notable characteristic of the .EAM is its face validity. It is not couched 
in technical jargon, but employs terms that counselors and other staff persons use 
in their daily communications about clients. This is especially evident in the final 
set of questions which asks for a. ratlng on a four point scale (from "not at all" to 
"continually '') to what extent the boy is manipulative? devious? mean?, phony'! 
This unpretentious language reflects how the instrument was <lcvcloped. The 
qucstionnairo ·was the work of three psycholt>gists who al'C also Jong-time re
searchers with the agency. They began by listing the behaviors counselors in 
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RTC's can and do observe in clients, and that have been hypothesized as pn:dic
tors of longMtcrm outcome. The F.A\.1 was developed from this list. 

PROCEDURE 

Tile EAM was completed for each boy about 45 days after admission. The 
rater was always the boy's primary counselor. To ensure that the form s were 
submitted at the prorer timi.::, the rcscnrch department sent reminder notices to 
counselors. As the forms were returned, the data w..:rc entcrccl into a computer 1ite 
where they accumu lutcd unt il there were enough to perform the <lcsirc<l slnlistical 
analyses . 

RESULTS AND DlSCUSSJON 
FACTOR STRUCTIJRE 

.1\s a first step in <lata analysis the 27 items on the f-!AM ·were factor analyzed 
using a common factor model. A Scree Test (Cattdl , 1978) suggested thut there 
were fi vc factors. These five factor:; were cxlrncted, and then rota led, first using 
an orthogonal Varimnx rncation, and lhlln an oblique Prom,1x rotation. They 
accounted for 61% ofthe variance in the correbtion matrix. 

Ta blc ! i<lentifies the items thut loaded on each of the live factors. The first 
factor. which we have named Ruic l'onfom1ant, measures 1hc boy's adaptation to 
rules and expectations in his new environment. The first eight items on the ques
tionnaire, regarding adjustment to chapel, chores, drct-s i.:odc, etc. all load on this 
factor. The second factor. Peer Conflict, measures how much the resident 
provokes, '"eggs on," and fights wilh his peer:; . The items rcgm<ling the boy's 
involvement in, and accept;mce of his treatment plan, comprised a third foi.:tor 
called Treatment Plan Endorsers . The two questions about the primary counse
lor's relationship to the boy also correlated moderately v,dth this factor. It is inter
csti ng to note that the item "To what extent do you like the boy" showed very 
J ow corrr: I at ions with all the other factors cx.i.:cpt Treatment Plan E ndorscr 
( r = .42). Overall, tl1c EA M aecoun ls for very I itt le of the varianc1: in this va rill bl e. 
To the counselors' credit, they arn expressing a liking for even the most difficult 
youths, including those who break the rules, frequently fight with peers, and show 
signs of sociopathy. l'ri1riary counse lorn I ikc their cl icnts for reasons not ;:ipparcnt 
in this data. The rourth factor, Sociopnthy socms to be a mc:1sure of antisocial 
tendencies chaructcrbtic of youth who approach treatment with a private agenda. 
The items that loaded high on this factor asked to what extent the boy ls manipu 
lative, devious, mean, or phony. The final (5th) factor was difficult to name. We 
arc calling it Posilivc Allituclc, because it seems to measure how go~id the youth 
feels about himself, his attitude toward the ugcncy, his openness to various activi
t ics. and how trusting be i,; of adu I ts . The i lcms that ma kc up this factor arc " I ikcs 
the agency," "takes care of hygiene," '•joins optional .:ictiv ilics." and "makes 
11dult eye contact." 

There were only two items on the FAM thal did not load on any of the factors. 
These were regarding how frequently ( I = Not flt al I.. ........ 6 = a Jot) the resident 
"got C,:JUght with contraband" and "general [y complained." Because these ilcms 
don't contribute to the predictive val u~ of the EAM they c(rnld be eliminated in 
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future revision of the instrument. The q ucstion ·• Whal do you rate bis prohability 
of completing his treatment plan'! { I = Probably not ....... 6 = very likely)" also 
showed low correlations with most ofihc factors. Its highest loading was on 
Factor I, Ruic Confonnant, accounting for only 9 percent of the variance in this 
factor. This ind icutcs that pl'i mary counsc lors early prcd ictio ns of trcat.rncnt 
completion arc slightly related to the boys involvement in h.is treatment plrn1. but 
not related to the fout' other factors. The cues counselors arc using to make these 
prcd ictions can't be determined from this data set. 

VALIDATlON AND DI CRIM[NANT FUNCTlON ANALYSIS 

The regression method was used to calculate factor ~cores for each boy on 
each of the five factors, an(I a di ·crimimmt function analysis was performed on 
the data. The variables ordered by size of correlation with the function are Rule 
Conformant, Sociopathy Peer Conflict, Treatment Plan Endorser, and Positiw 
Altitude. This five-variable :f\mctjon is significant and is a mo<lcratcly good pre
dictor of group membership. The a1,parent or n:sL1bstitutio11 hit rntes indicate that 
the discriminnnt function correctly classiiies 73 .2% of the non-complctcrs and 
61.9% ofthc buys who did complete trcatn10nl. \Ve should note, however. that 
apparent or rcsubstitution hit rates which arc the default values given in mo~t 
computer packages. may produce spuriously high estimates of the actual hit rates 
(Huberty, 1994). The group centroids for treatment completcrs and non-complct
crs wos 0.30 and 0.46 respectively. The statistical analysis yielded a Wilks' 
Lambda of .89. which indicates a moderate effect size, in that it accounts for 11% 
of the variation between those that completed and <lid not complete trcntment. 
These results suggest that tbe EAM has smm: ability to predict lreatmcnl comple
tion from the counselors ratings. 

Table 2 gives the standardized coefficients of the discriminate funt.:tion, as 
well as the structure coefficients, which show the loading of each factor on the 
discriminate function. This discriminant function indicates that the boy who 
would be most likely to be in the treatment complctcrs group would first and 
foremost be :i rule and expectation confonnant. He would not evidence signs {lf 

sociopathy, which in this case means he docs not come across .as manipulative 
and deviou . He would oot engage in peer conilict, but rather would actively 
engage in positive inreractions with peers and staff. Finally, a boy who is going to 
be u treatment completer is likely to show early evidence ofa positive nltitudc, 
joining optional aerivitie , making eye contact with adults. taking care of hygiene, 
and expressing a positive attitude toward the agency. A boy who would be most 
likely to fall into the non-complctcrs group would show very different characteris
tics. Ile would engage in frequent conflict wiLh peers and show poor adjustment 
to t·he rules and expectations of the agency. Furthermore, he would enguge in 
what we have called "sociopathic'" behaviors, being manipulative, devious, 
mean, and phony. His poor self-concept would be evidenced by poor hygiene. I le 
would not willingly engage himself with adults, making infrequent eye contnct, 
and having a poor rel11tionship even with his primary counselor. He woul<l 1101 

join in optional activitfos and would generally give the impression that he dislikes 
Lhe agency where he is currently living. Confronted with thi~ set of characteristics 
in a new resident, it is not surprising that clinicians make statements, albeit in 
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retrospect, indicating lhat they "knew he wasn't going to make it." It should be 
noted that any particular boy will not be likely to evidence iii! of the chElmcteris
tics mentioned above for either a treatment plan completer or non-complclcr. but 
rather, some subset of those traits. 

An examination of Table 2, reveals that the variable Treatment Plan Endorser 
is ncgati vely correlated with thu criterion ( -0 .6 ), but hos a positive beta weight 
( +0.3 ). Thi:,; relationship indicates tlmt Trcauncnt Plan F.ndorscr may be acting as 
suppressor variable, A suppressor is a variable that ends up in the d iscrirninatc 
function, but has no relationship to the criteria. It always suppresses Vllriancc in 
another variable that is related to lhc criterion. fn order to determine which other 
vnriable(s) Treatment Plan Endorser was suppressing we re-ran the cliscriminatc 
analysi::: four times removing one of the other variables each time, and wat.:hing 
the effect on the factor correlations. When we ron the qiscriminanl function 
leaving out the variable Rltlc Conform.mt Lhe structure col.)ffidcnt for Tre<1tment 
Plan Endorser changed from a negative Lo a positive correlation, indicaling that 
Treatment Pbn Endorser had been suppressing variance in Ruic Conformant. 
This rnci.ms that Treatment Plan F.ndorser doesn't improve prediction on its own, 
but it contributes to Rule Conformant, which docs prcclict well. By removing the 
part of vorintion in rules that is rchited to endorsing treatment plan completion, 
we make Rule Confornmnt a better predictor. There were no changes in the signs 
of the coefficients wbcn the other three variables were removed. Therefore, we 
can conclude that Ruic Conformant was the only variable being suppres~ccl. 

The results of this <111E1!ysis make scn8c when we consider that a manipulative. 
youlh may express agreement with his trr.:atmcnt plan, but not be seriously 
committed to improvement. The important predictor is rule following. \Ve know 
that following rules C1)ntributes to treatment completion. However, our data 
indicate th11t whether or nol a boy likes his treatment plan docs not directly affect 
hi8 probability of completing the program. 

Table 2 shows the factor correlation matrix for lhc five fuelors. The highest 
correlation {.65) between Factor I, Rule Conformant, and Factor J, Treatment 
Plan Endorser can be allributed to the suppressor variable eff cct cliscusscd above. 
There is also u modcrntcly high correlation (-0 .64) between Factor I, Ruic 
Co11form:rnt, and Fm;tor 4, Soeiopathy. The negative correlation between these 
two factor:.. cc11ainly makes: sense. Boys scoring high on Sociopa<hy were de
scribed as being manipulative, devious. mcun and phony. \Ille wouldn't expected 
adolescents with Lhcsc characteristics lo adjust panieularly well to the rules and 
expectations of a new, v.:iry structured environment. However, being mean, 
devious, und 1rn1ni pulati vc seems to suggest something more dismrbed than just 
lack of adjustment lo rules and expectations. These arc boys who arc actively 
"moving against" the 8ocial environment. They arc in contrast, to the boys seor
ing high on Factor I, Rule Cunformant, who seem to seek adult approval by 
accepting rules such as required chapd und dress code. The Sociopathy group 
also conlrnsts to those scoring high on factor 5, Positive Attitude, who work with 
the new environment, initiating positive co111acts with adults and peers. Inter
factor corri.!lations in the 0.60 range are moderately high, but arc not unexpected 
when we urc dealing with "real lifo" phenomena, rother than a controlled exper
imental setting. In the real worl<l, oh served phenomena ( espcciully, characteristics 
of humans) truly arc correlated, and as a result the factors in such an analysis 
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don't come out as orthogonally "clean" as they would under more controlled 
conditions. 

The only factor correlations that were not in the moderate range were those of 
factor 5, Positive Attitude, with each other factor. Factor 5 was the one we found 
somewhat difficult to label. It included items that showed a positive self-image as 
well as a positive attitude toward the agency and involvement in optional activi
ties. Boys scoring high on this factor may be more positively engaged with their 
environment in a broad sense. And they may be higher functioning or perhaps less 
"damaged" by previous experiences than some of their referred peers. They 
seem open to contact with adults in that they make frequent eye contact. They 
seek enjoyment and interaction by taking part in optional activities, and they give 
the impression that they like the residential treatment environment in which they 
are living (in this case St. Francis Academy). One gets the sense that these boys 

are willing to give new experiences a chance rather than rejecting them outright. 
There seems to be something of trust here, both in adults and in the world in 
general. Finally, these boys show respect for themselves by talking care of per
sonal hygiene. We can't really go very far in interpreting a factor made up of such 
diverse items. Certainly one can imagine maladapted boys who show good hy
giene. And making adult eye contact could be characteristic of a very defiant 
youth as well as one who is open and trusting. It could be argued that this factor is 
a measure of a lack of depression, since disinterest in optional activities, poor 
personal hygiene, and a negative attitude could be symptoms of depression. For 
the present, we will continue with the "Positive Attitude" label for factor 5. 

One of the problems researchers in RTCs face is limited resources for con
ducting research. Investigations in these agencies often fall short of the rigorous 
scientific standards we could achieve if there were fewer constraints on time, 
funding, and support staff (see Nansel et al., 1998). A limitation of the present 
study is that the same sample was used for both the factor analysis and the valida
tion. A more ideal method would have been to use the Saint Francis sample to 
derive the factors and factor scores, and then to validate the EAM by completing 
the discriminant analysis with a different sample - preferably from some other 
RTC. Basing the entire analysis on a single sample increases the chance of capi
talizing on sample-specific variance. This limits our ability to make statements 
about generalizability. Although it seems reasonable to expect that the EAM 
would be useful in other RTCs that are similar to Saint Francis Academy, further 
validation research on the EAM is needed. 

Being able to determine early-on which clients are most likely to complete 
their treatment program has several advantages in residential treatment settings. 
Perhaps most importantly, it allows us to identify borderline cases, that is, those 
boys who are at risk for non-completion and may need something extra to be 
successful. With the right programs and input they can likely make it. These 
clients should not be allowed to "slip through the cracks." The EAM can identify 
not only that a boy is at risk, but also what his particular areas of weakness are. 
This information can be helpful in planning an individualized treatment plan that 
will maximize the boys' chances of success in treatment plan completion and in 
appropriate adult functioning. 
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TABLE 1 
EAM FACTORS \.VITH SALi .. NT LOADINGS 

Factor# I Rule ancL xpc_ctation onformnnt 
During the boy's fir t 45 day at FH, how well did he adjust to each 
of the following ( I = very well .... 5;;;; not at nl t): 

-0.80 'hapel 
-0. 73 Dress code 
-0.67 Chores 
-0.67 Other rules 
-0.58 Group Therapy 
-0.54 Individual counseling 
-0.49 Primary Counselor 
-0.38 Peen; 

Factor# 2 Peer Conflict 
Durin!!: his first 45 days how much did he ( J =< no\ at all .... 6 = a l(ll): 

1.04 Provoke his peers 
0.94 "Egg on hts pccl'S" 
0. 77 Fight with peen; 

Factor# 3 Treatment Plan Endorser 
In tcrrns of his treatment plan he: 

0.95 Accepts it completely. , ........ .. R~jccts it completely 
0.77 Is enthusiastic about it ........... ls indifferent about i( 
0.53 WtlS involved in Planning ... . ... .. Did .little w/ planning 

In terms of your relation with lhe boy to what extent do you: 
( J = none .... 6 = a lot) 

0.4S Relate w/ each other 
0.44 Like the boy 

During the boy's first 45 days at SFH, how well did he adji1st to each of 
the following: ( I = very well .... 5 = oot at a.11) 

0.41 Primary counselor 
0.31 Individual counseling 

Factor# 4 Socio~athy 
To what extent is he: ( I = not at all .... 4 = Continually) 

0.90 Devious 
0.81 Manipulativ~ 
0.57 Mean 
0.44 Phony 

Factor# 5 Positive Attitude 
During his first 45 days, how much did he: O = not at all ..•. 6 = a !ot) 

0.73 Make adult eye contact 
0.49 Take care of his hygiene 
0.4 7 Join optional activllics 
0.46 Like SF! l (the residential trcatmcnl facility) 
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TABLE2 

FACTOR CORRELATIONS AND COEFFICIENTS FOR 

DISCRIMINATE FUNCTION FOR 

EARLY ADAPTATION MEASURE 

2 3 4 5 

Rules Peer Conflict Tx Plan Sociopathy Attitude 

Rules 1.00 

Peer 
-0.50 1.00 

Conflict 

Tx Plan 
-0.65 0.49 1.00 

Endorser 

Sociopathy -0.64 0.56 0.48 1.00 

Attitude 0.29 -0.25 -0.32 -0.17 1.00 

Factor 
Standardized Structure 
Coefficients Coefficients 

Rule Conformant 0.731 0.927 

Peer Conflict -0.163 -0.668

Tx. Plan Endorser 0.246 -0.569

Sociopathy -0.362 -0.844

Positive Attitude 0.106 0.441
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MENSTRUAL CYCLE MOODS AND SYMPTOMS IN 
YOUNG, HEALTHY WOMEN: A HEURISTIC MODEL 

Orcgory J. Boyle 1.2,J 
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and 

Dcpartm en t of Psy<.:hiatry, Uni vcrsity of Queensland 

Al3STRACT 

There is a need for <lcvclopmcnt of th core l i cal mod c Is in mcnslrual cycle 
research. Changes in moods ond symptoms rclalcd to the menstrual cycle arc 
problem.atic for a small, hut signifkunt proportion of women. ancl the complcxi ty 
of such interrelationships remains a barrier to more c ffoc ti vc m,rnagcmcnt. The 
present study provides empirical data on symptom~mood interrelationships. u:-;ing 
a sample of 370 healthy undergraduate women, all of whom responded lo the 
Eight State Queslionnairc, and the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire. within the 
context or u between-groups cx.perimcnlal de.sign. Fffccts due to age, oral contr~
ccptivcs, and menstrual cycle phase were tested using MAKOVA procedures. 
Although age effects were not significant, physical symptoms were elevated both 
mcnstrnally and prcmcnstrually, while use of the contrnccptivc rill significnnlly 
reduced ncgati vc mood states. In addition. a nonrccursivc hcurisli c model is 
postulated, providing hypotheses m; to putative ··causal influences." Owrall. the 
empirical (LISREL) model suggests that mcnstru1:1\ cycle symptoms and mood 
states arc discrete constructs. which interact reciprocally. 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding of the complex intcrrclation.~h ips between mcnstrua 1 cycle 
symptoms and associated mood states is still rather incomplete (Aganoff & Boyle, 
1994; Siegal, \.i:ycrs, & Dineen, 198 7; Bancroft, Cook, & Williamson, 1988; 
Weidner & Helmig;, l 990 ), 1.md consequently, there is an ongoing need for devel
oping and testing theoretical models in menstrual cycle research. Physical symp
toms arc mostly allributcd to the menstrual and premenstrual phases (Fernandez 
& Brown, 1991; Fcrnundcz & Turk, 1992; Pazy, Yedlin & Lomranz, 1989; van 
der Ploeg, 19~9; Wi Ison & Keye, 1989 ), while elevations in unpleasant mood 
Slates tend to arise rrcmcnstrually (Cumming, Cumming, Krnushcr, & Fox, 1991; 
Freeman, Sondheimer, & Rickels, l 988; Johnson, Mcchesney, & Jlean, 1988; 
Kirsch & Geer, 1988; Metcalf, Livesey, Hudson, & Wells, 1988; Nakatani, Sato, 
Matsui, Matsunami, & Kumashiro, 1994; Richardson, I CJ92; Rosen, Moghadam, 
& Endicott, 1988). However, many of these studies relied on retrospccti vc self-
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reports of menstrual cycle symptoms and mood states, which arc known to be 
exaggerated, as compared with prospective rcpm1s (sec Boyle & <irant, J 992a,b; 
Grant & Boyle, 199 l; McFarland, Ross, & DcCourvillc, 1989). 

Moreover, discernible changes in moods and symptoms arc not always ob
served (Ainscough, 1990; Laessle, Tuschl, Schweiger, & Pirkc, 1990; Mansfield, 
Hood, & Henderson, l 989), and some changes may involve elevations in positive 
aff cctivity, cspec ially intermcnstrually { e.g., Logue & Moos, 1988 ). Prevalence 
estimates as low as 5-10% for clinically significant paramcnstrual cmotiona I 
distress arc claimed by many authorities, while Ramcharan, Love, Fick, and 
Uoldficn ( 1992) suggested that even a sma 1 lcr proportion of women experience 
debilitating depression or anxiety rrcmcnstrua!!y. 

Interrelationships between menstrmil cycle phase and mood states arc often 
reported under conditions of heightened emotionality ( Beck, Ucvirtz, & Mortola, 
l 990; Heilbrun & Frank, 1989). For instance, Boyle ( l 983) found that experimen
tal manipulation of depressive mood resulted in significantly increased s11.1·ccp
tihifity to elevations in sadness, shame, fear, and hostility among normal women 
paramenstrually. In extreme cases, premenstrual susceptibility to cmotiomll stimu-
1 i has som etimcs hcc n imp lieu ted in cri mi na I acts (Chi at, I 98 6; Di Ii berto, I 986; 
Ri Icy, 1986; Lewis, 1990), and associated with illness and absenteeism {Rusch, 
Cosata, Whitehead, & Heller, 1988). 

Cydical hormonal variations rlay a role in mood and symptom changes 
(Chihal, 1987; llalhreich, Holtz, & Paul, 1988; Roy-Byrne, Rubinow, & lloban, 
1988). While cognitive functioning may be susccptih!c to hormonal changes 
across the mcnstrua l eye le ( Hampson, 1990; Ki rstci n, Rosenberg, & Smith, 
198 l ), more rec en I work (e.g., Boy le, 1996) su ggcsted that general I y this c ffect is 
slight. Oral contraceptives may have some d isccrniblc influence (including posi
tive effects) on moods and symptoms (Harding, Va ii, & Brown, 19 R 5; Warner & 
Bancroft, 1988). Nevertheless, Lhc relationship between fluctuating monthly 
honnonal levels and related mood states is far from clear (Walker, ! 992; Walker 
& Bancron. 1990). 

To understand these dynamic interrelationships more fully, multidiniensiom1! 
models an: essential to reveal the diversity of mood-symptom interrelationships, 
and associated "causal in tlue1H.:es." Some work using mu ltidimcnsional models 
has been undertaken in menstrual cycle rcscarcb (e.g., Taylor, Woods, Lentz, 
Mitchell, & Lee, 1991 ). Taylor ct al. made extensive use ofstructurnl modelling 
tcchn iqucs, find cone luded that life stress is cl significant predictor of pcrimen
strual ncgnti ve affe..:t ( cf. Woods, Dery, & Most, 198 2 ). In the present study, 
current and ongoing life stress is incorporated using a psychometric measure of 
stress, and a heuristic mode! is proposed wherein the nonrecursive interrelation
ships between symptoms and states arc investigated, with attention focused on the 
directionality of "causal innucnces." 

Since physical symptoms such as pain bring about secondary changes in 
psychological mood states (e.g., Fernandez & Milburn, 1994; Fernandez & Turk, 
1995), the major hypothesis is that physical symptoms (e.g" Pain, and Water 
Retention) will directly relate to elevations in unpleasant psychological mood 
states (Anxiety, Stress, Regression, and Guilt) - which in turn will "exacer
bate" menstrual cycle symptomatology. Likewise, it is predicted that more 
nnxious and neurotic women will he more likely to experience paramcnstrual 
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elevEJtions in both physical and psychological symptoms and negative mood 
states. The present study has the methodological advantage of enabling rclaLi\lc]y 
comprebensive assessment of a diverse array of both physical and psychological 
variables across Lhc menstrual cycle, using well-eslablishcd, standardized self
report measures. 

METIIOD 

PARTICIPANTS 

The s<1mplc comprised 370 female student:- enrolled in an undergraduate 
degree program at the Cniversily of Melbourne, Australia . Participation wus 
voluntary, and took place as part of regularly scheduled classl;)S. Vlnua I ly all of 
the female smdcnts agreed to participate in the study V(l]unlarily. at the request of 
their regular class instructor, and very few incomplete response fom1s wen.: ob
tained. Since the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire (MDQ) was being adminis
tered, no attempt was made to disguise the fact that the study concerned mood 
states in relation Lo mcnstl'ual cycle symptoms. 

Many of thi: women undergrnduates whose mean age wa~ 21.10 years 
(SD= 4.72 years), wen: from multiculturnl backg;rounds, as found in metropolitan 
Australia. The women were generally healthy and in their early 20s. and therefore 
were likely tv be cx.pericncing on average only very minor changcs in menstrunl 
cycle related symptoms and mood states. Given the very low prevalence of clini
cal symplomatology among the general adult pClpnlation, it was considered impor
tant to use a non-clinical sample rather than an unrcprcsentatiw clinical sample, 
in which menstrual cycle symptoms and moods clearly would have been exagger
ated. 

Since age is knClwn to correlate positively wi1h menstmal distress m1d premen
strual tension (Moos, 1985), age wm, dichotomized with women aged 20 years or 
younger included in one group, and Lhosi.! 21 years and above in an older group, in 
order to examine its influence as ,in independent variable within the MAN OVA 
design. The two groups were split at such a young age in order Lo keep the 
number of participants in each age grour comparable (thereby avoiding prol'llcms 
associated with heterogeneity oh•ariance). For the younger group, the mcdiun age 
was J 9 years (ranging from J 8-20 years), whi !e the median ngc for the older 
group was 30 years (ranging from 21-48 years). Consequently, the younger group 
had a considerably smal lcr age variunce and range as <.:am pared with the oldr.::r 
group. 

PSYCHOMETRIC INSTRUMFNTS 

The Menstnrnl Distress Questionnaire (MDQ; Moos, 1985) is a 47-item self

report inventory, measuring menstru1:1l cycle: symptoms such as fatigue, backache, 
distractibility, insomnia, painful swelling, <lccreuscd efficiency, hot flushes, 1:1nd 
irriui bi) ity ( cf. Iloyle, 1991 a). The MDQ comprises somatic ~ymptom scales 
(Pnin, Water Retention, Autonomic Reactions), three mood/behavior change 

scales (Negative Afkct, Impaired Concentration, Behavior Change), m, well as 
Arousal, and Control. The MDQ responses were scored on a S-point Likcrl scale. 
Although use of the MDQ has to some ex.tent been controversial in menstrual 
cycle research (e.g., Hawes & Oci, 1992; Richardson, 1990), ils psychometric 
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properties have been encouraging. For example, Moos ( 1985) reported moderate 
to high internal consistency estimates for the scales of the prospective Today 
Form (Form T) of the instrument (mean Cronbach alpha = 0.75- in the present 
study, mean alpha = 0.81 ), whi!e test-retest studies have suggested that the MDQ 
scales have adequate reliability for situationally sensitive state measures ( e.g., 
Lahmeyer, Miller, & DeLeon-Jones, 1982). Likewise, Moos ( 1985) reported 
moderate to high inter-cycle stability coefficients (average test-retest r = 0.57), 
suggesting adequate reliability for an instrument sensitive to fluctuations in 
menstrual-cycle symptoms and associated mood states. Furthermore, Boyle 
(1991 a) carried out separate congeneric and confirmatory factor analyses, which 
provided strong support for the internal factor structure of the MDQ. 

The Eight State Questionnaire (8SQ; Curran & Cattell, 1976) is a 96-item self
report measure of mood states labeled Anxiety, Stress, Depression, Regression, 
Fatigue, Guilt, Extraversion, and Arousal. Item responses are scored on a 4-point 
Likert scale. Predictive validity of the 8SQ has been reported (Boyle & Cattell, 
1984). Boyle (1988) reported alpha coefficients ranging from 0.47 to 0.89 (M= 
0. 73 - in the present study, the alpha coefficient based on all 8SQ scales was
0.60, indicating moderate internal consistency, and low item redundancy). Curran
and Cattell reported immediate test-retest ( dependability) coefficients ranging
from 0.91 to 0.96 (M = 0.94) for Form A of the 8SQ, suggesting good reliability
for situationally sensitive state measures. Stabilities ( one-week retest) ranged
from 0.26 to 0.48 (M = 0.36), as expected for state measures sensitive to situa
tional fluctuations in transitory mood states across occasions. Boyle (199lb,c) has
also provided congeneric and confirmatory factor analytic support for the internal
structure of the 8SQ instrument.

Both the MDQ and the 8SQ meet the requirements for comprehensive, multi
dimensional measurement, and each instrument provides measures of a variety of 
both positive and negative variables, directly relevant to menstrual cycle research. 
The MDQ has been available for many years, and is the most widely used men
strual cycle questionnaire (Hawes & Oei, 1992). 

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

Form T of the MDQ and Form A of the 8SQ were administered, enabling data 
collection of prospective responses. Women recorded the dates of their previous 
menstruation, as well as for their next expected period. Following administration 
of the psychometric instruments, verification of actual period dates was subse
quently undertaken anonymously (by serial code, rather than by name), enabling 
accurate classification of menstrual cycle phase at the time of testing. The women 
were required to complete a verification form at a later date, indicating the exact 
date of onset of their next menstruation. Thus, any demand characteristics of the 
study were minimized, by asking women to focus on their own cycles only after 
completing the questionnaires. 

In developing a heuristic model of menstrual cycle moods and symptoms, 
classification of women into logically distinct menstrual, intermenstrual, and 
premenstrual groups was undertaken as recommended by Moos ( 1985). Thus, 
women were classified into three logically distinct menstrual cycle phases (based 
on the prototypical 28-day monthly cycle), with adjustments for cycle length 
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using the actual dale of next menstruation. This resulted in 53 women being 
included in the premenstrual grollp, 79 in the menstrual group, and 238 in the 
intermenstrual group. Since retrospective reports of cycle-rel atcd moods and 
symptoms tend to be exaggerated (Ainscough, 1990; Boyle & Grant, l 992a,b; 
Grant & Boyle, 199L Rapkin, Chang, & Reading, 1988; McFarland ct al.. 1989), 
collection of prospedive data enabled actua I rnthcr than socially ex.peeled drnng
es to be observed. 

Women were fm1her classified with respect to oral contrnccptivc use (on the 
pi l! vs. not on the pi 11). There were 87 out of 259 women on the pi 11 ( 3 3. 6%) in 
the younger age group and 42 out of 111 women on the pill (37.8%) in the older 
age group. 

The ma in pu rposc or the study was to dcv clop a hcu rist ic rnodi.::l of the in tcrrc-
1 a ti o nsh i ps between various menstrual cycle moods ;md symptoms, as applicable 
to the vast majority (up co 95'!ti,) of normal, healthy women. Since relatively few 
of the mcnstrua 1 cycle phase effects were statistical I y significant ( sec Results 
Seciion below), structural model fitting wa.~ undertaken across all menstmal cycle 
phases combined using the LISREL (Jorcskog & Sorbom, l 989) package. The 
resultant heuristic model was tested statistically for its goodness-of-fit to the 
empirical MDQ and HSQ scale data, using the AGFI and RMR indices (sec 
below). 

RESULTS 

The SPSS MANOVA program was used within the framework of <1 2 (age) x 

2 (pill) x 3 (mcnstnial cycle phase) between-groups experimental design. The 
dependent variables comprised the 16 \1:0Q and 8SQ subscalc scores. None of 
the multivariate main effects for age were significant, suggesting that age effects 
were not rronounced in the present samrlc. Also. as none nr the multivariate 
int craction eff ccts were significant, tl1 is cnab led a re la ti vc 1 y straightforward i ntcr
prcta tion of the stalislical results. 

The multivariate main effect for the contraccpti vc pil I was statistically signifi
cant (F16 .. 143 - 1.79, p < .03). hrcspcctivc of menstrual cycle phase, '"'·omen on the 
pill exhibited significantly lower mcun scores on ouch of the following variables: 
Impaired Concentration {F1.3sx - 5.25,p < .02H4.72 vs. 5.32); Anxiety (FU,R = 
7.94,p < .01Hl4.66 vs. 16.30); Depression (F1158 = 6.06,p < .OIHl6.92 vs. 
I fl.0 I); Regression cPu5R = 4.18, p < .04H J 6.8j vs. l 7 .63); Guilt (F

1 
,N = 7.40, 

p < .01) (11.34 vs. 12.39), and a significantly higher mean score on rxtraver-
siun (Fu,&= 4.96, p < .03H 16.36 vs. 14.83). On this evidence. it would aprear 
th at use of ura I contracept i vcs has an in nucncc primarily on psychological mood 
states rather than on physical symptoms (r.:f. Boyle & Grant, 1992b) since live uf 
the 8SQ states exhibited significant di ffercnccs, whereas only om.• or the MDQ 
variables (]mpaired Concentration) differed significantly in relation lo contracep
tive pill usage. Conceivably, this single significant effect for the MDQ measures 
might have been due to chance alone. Even though a number of univariate effects 
related to oral contraceptive usage were statist ical\y significant, most of the 
"observed changes" in mean scores were rather trivial. and of little practical 
consequence. 

Interpretation of the univ,uiatc effects for menstrual cycle phase was consid
ered warranted in view or the rationale proposed by Huberty and Morris {1989). 
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For the menstrual, premenstrual, and intermenstrual phases respectively, there 
were 31, 13, and 85 women on the pill, and 48, 40, and 153 women not on the 
pill. Significant main effects occurred for menstrual cycle phase on MDQ physi
cal symptoms Water Retention (F2

,358 
= 3.41, p < .03), and Autonomic Reactions 

(F
2 358 

= 3.39, p < <.04). Also, Pain, Negative Affect, Control, and Extraversion 
exhibited main effects at the p < . IO level, which may have reached statistical 
significance had a larger sample size been employed. Mean scores for Water 
Retention and Autonomic Reactions were significantly higher menstrually and 
premenstrually than intermenstrually (3.75 and 3.38 vs. 2.40; and 1.34 and 1.08 
vs. 0. 75) respectively. Means and standard deviations for all I 6 MDQ and 8SQ 
dependent variables are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

MDQ AND 8SQ MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

ACROSS MENSTRUAL CYCLE PHASE 

Menstrual Intermenstrual Premenstrual 
MDQ (N = 79) (N = 238) (N = 53) 

MDQl Pain 5.66 (5.05) 3.85 (3.79) 4.43 (3.79) 
MDQ2 Water Retention 3.75 (3.26) 2.40 (2.34) 3.38 (2.88) 
MDQ3 Autonomic Reactions 1.34 (2.17) 0.75(1.51) 1.08 (1.56) 
MDQ4 Negative Affect 8.25 (7.43) 6.38 (6.51) 8.45 (7.51) 
MDQ5 Impaired Concentration 5.72 (5.19) 4.71 (4.48) 5.98 (5.57) 
MDQ6 Behaviour Change 4.77 (4.85) 3.83 (3.71) 4.55 (3.96) 
MDQ7 Arousal 5.44 (3.39) 5.86 (3.56) 5.06(3.51) 
MDQ8 Control 1.61 (2.57) 1.31 (2.39) 1.66 (2.57) 

8SQ 
8SQ 1 Anxiety 16.49 (7 .09) 15.14 (7.05) 17.19 (8.03) 
8SQ2 Stress 19.05 (4.91) 18.12 (5.24) 19.34 (4.93) 
8SQ3 Depression 18.52 (6.57) 17.11(6.73) 18.64 (6.12) 
8SQ4 Regression 18.00 (5.46) 17.08 (5.26) 17.57 (6.32) 
8SQ5 Fatigue 21.23 (7 .29) 19.59 (7.49) 21.25 (7.44) 
8SQ6 Guilt 12.58 (6.92) 11.69 (6.37) 12.74 (7.28) 
8SQ7 Extraversion 14.66 (5.72) 15.80 (5. 76) 14.45 (5.86) 
8SQ8 Arousal 14.48 (5.38) 15.79 (5.75) 14.68 (5.42) 

Note. The number of items in the MDQ scales vary as follows: Pain (6), Water 
Retention (4), Autonomic Reactions (4), Negative Affect (8), Impaired Concen-
tration (8), Behavior Change (5), Arousal (5), Control (6); the 8SQ scales have 12 
items each. 
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As the data were derived solely from womc11 subjects, and since rnost of the 
MDQ variables pertain specifically to mcnstrnal cycle sympto1ns and behavioral 
changes, the heuristic model described below (based on Ll1e data from all three 
cycle phases combined) provides some tentative insights into 11wnstnial(v reialfl,I 
symptom and mood inicrrclationships. 

·XPLORA1'0RY £TT!NG OF LATENT TRAITS 

In order to ascertain the higher-order dimensions measured by each instru
ment, necessary for formulating and testing the proposed heuristic model, sepa
rate exploratory factor analyses were undertaken on tho intcrcorrclations for the 
MDQ and 8SQ scales. Factor analysis was employed (sec Royle, Stankov, & 
Cattell, 1996; Cattell, 1978; Gorsuch, 1983}, using an itC;rntivc maximum lik(';li
hood prucedure, together with direct obHmin imple trncftlr._: rotation (Tables 2 
and 3). 

TABLE 2 
OBLIQUE (OBLIMIN) FACTOR PATTERN SOLUTION 

FOR MDQ 

MDQ Scalt: Factor l Fact.or 2 112 

MDQS Impaired Concentration .99 -.22 .99 
MDQG Behavior Change .75 .04 .60 

MDQ4 Ncgarive Aff ecl .156 .19 .60 
MDQ8 Control .65 .10 .50 
MDQI Pain .35 .M .7H 
MDQ2 Water Retention .28 .46 A2 

MDQ3 Autonomic Reactions .40 .41 .50 
MDQ7 Arousal .03 ~.20 .03 

Latent Root: 4.32 1.05 
Percentage Variance: 54.10% 13.10% TotaJ::a:67.20% 

Notes. Factor loadings are reported to two decimal places only. Obl imin 
converged in 7 iteratim1s. Factors l and 2 (Psychological Symptoms and 
Physical Symptoms) are moderately correlated (.SJ). 

The MDQ factor solution converged in 25 iterations, and the Scree test (Cat
tell, 1978) clci:irly indicated two distinct higher-order factors, accounting for 
67. l % of the variance associated with the ·unrotated principul components factors 
(the first three eigenvalues wen~: 4.32, 1.05, and 0.75, respectively). With the 
extraction of a third higher-order factor, the total variance would have increased 
to 76.5%, a marginal increase only. factor l (labeled PJ'.J'chological Symptoms) 
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loaded very strongly on Impaired Conccnlration, Behavior Change, Negative 
Affect, and Control. Factor 2 (labeled Physical Symptoms) loaded strongly on 
Pain, and Water Retention. 

TABLE 3 
OBLIQUE (OBLTMIN) FACTOR PATTERN SOLUTION 

FOR 8SQ 

8SQ Scale Factor l Factor 2 h' 

8SQ l Anxiety .Y~ .05 .89 

8SQ6 Guilt . ':J2 .03 .80 

8SQ2 Stress . 7(i -.02 .60 

8SQ4 Regression .57 -.33 .72 

8SQR Arousal .04 .93 .82 

8SQ5 Fatigue -.04 -. 91 .7~ 

RSQ7 Extravcrsion -. 15 '() 7 .63 

8SQ3 Dcr,rcssion .49 -.50 .86 

Latent Root: 5.76 .79 

Percentage V :triancc: 72.00% 9.90% Total= 81.9% 

Notes. Factor loadings are shown lo two decimal places only. Ohlimin converged 
in Q iterations. Factors J and 2 {PsychologicA 1 Srotcs and Physical States) are 
highly correlated (-.76). 

The 8SQ faclor ~olution converged in only five iterations and the Scree test 
again clearly dclincalc<l two hroad factors (the firsl three eigenvalues were 5. 76, 
0. 79, and 0.40 rcsrcctivcly). Ex.traction of a third higher-order factor would have 
only slightly increased the total (unrotated) variance from 8 I .81Y() to 86.84%. Foctor 
l (lahclc<l l'sychologfr:ul States) loaded on /\nllicty, Guilt, Stress, and Regression, 
reminiscent of the Eysl!nckian ncuroticism dimension, while rnctor 2 (labeled 
Physical States) was a hi polar dimen::;ion. loading primarily on Arousnl versus 
Fatigue. Con:;cqucmly, the exploratory factor analytic analyses of the MDQ and 
8SQ instruments provided ~he t'our latent trait variables subsequently used to 
develop the poslulatcd heuristic model of menstrual cycle symptoms and moods. 

HEUR IST1C MODEL 

Use of structural modelling techniques enabled statis1ical testinR of the heuris
tic model of mood-symptom interactions. The aonrecursivc model {figure 1) 
depicts the hypothesized relationships between the menstrual cycle symptoms and 
moods measured by the MDQ and 8SQ in terms of the putative relatiorn,hips 
betwc~n the four latent traits, and Lhcir r~spectivc loadings on the subscalc variu.
hlcs. 
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No attempt was made to include the effects due to the contraceptive pill, as the 
main concern of the study was to investigate inccrrclationships between menstnial 
cycle moods and symptomli, uncontaminated by t:xtrnneous variahlcs such as pill 
usage. Thus, the primary aim ofthi: study was to elucidate ' ' normal" relation
ships between physical nnd psychological variables (as measured in the MDQ and 
8SQ instruments). ln relation to changes across the menstrual cycle in a non-clini
cal sample of healthy, young women. However, since most of the dependent 
vadablcs did not differ -'lignificantly across mcnstnml cycle phase, separate heu
ristic models were not warranted. 

The proposed cross-sectional mo<lel was subjected to a LISREL maximum 
likelihood analysis, using the intercorrclation matriit for the subscale variables as 
the starting point. The a<lju8tcd goodness-of~lit in<ll;)X (AG fl) was 0. 9S, while the 
root mean square residual (RMR) was .04, indicating a gpod fit of the heuristic 
model to the <lat,1 (cf. Cuttancc, l 987. p. 260). As expected. on the assumption 
that m!.?nstrunl cycle vuriablcs should interact apprcciahly. all four latent traits 
(Psychol()gical Symptoms, Psychological States, Physical Symptoms, and Physi
cal States) exhibited moderate inlcrcorrelatiom: (ranging from .65 to .98), suggest~ 
ing significant covariation of physical and psychologkal variables across Lhe 
menstrual cyck. However, the coctlicicnts between cross-factors (Psychological 
States with Physical Sympwms. and Psyc.;hological Symptoms with Physical 
States) were very small (ranging from .03 to .2l), showini,: nevertheless. that 
symptoms and m~)tid slates a re fundamentally d iscrclc d imcnsi ons (also sec 
below). 

Evi<lently, physical symptoms (e.g., Pain. and Water Retention) appear to 
contribute about 96% or the variance involved in psychological symptoms 
(Negative Affect, Impaired Conccntntion, and Behavior Change), whereas 
psychological symptoms contribute only about 57% of the variance associi:ltcd 
with pbysical symptoms. Thus, although both physical and psychological symp
toms interact appreciably, phy.1·ic:al .1ymptonu com,-iliute a/mo.\! 40% more: ro the 
predictive variance:. than do psydw/ogicol symptom.\·. 

On the other hand, physical srntcs (Depression, Arousal~Fatiguc) appear to 
contribulc about 69% of the variance involved in psychological stales (Anxiety, 
Stress, Rcgr.ission. and Guilt). whereas psychological states contribute about 54'Yo 
of the variance associoted with rhysical states (a difference of l 5'Yo in predictive 
variance). Consequently, neurotic personality tendencies (compri!ling a combina
tion of negative psychological states such as Anxiety, Stress, Rcgrcs~ion, and 
Guilt) may be pcirtially a product of1hc menstrual cycle related physical states 
associated with faciguc-Arousal, Depression, anti Introversion. 

rnscuss10N 

This study highlights the nec<l for the()retical approacbcs in menstrual cycle 
research, linking psychological und physical expcricncc:,i. Although focusing on 
physical symptoms and psychological mood changes, it is important to recognize 
that clinically pronounced symptoms and mood changes do not trouble most 
women. Con seq ucn 11 y, us~ of u non-c 1 in i cal, u ndcrgrad ua te studcn t samp I c was 
considered appropriate, given the general well-being experienced throughouL the 
monstrual cycle in most healthy w01ncn. The present heuristic model is therefore 
an attempt to conceptualize mood-symptom interrelationships applicable to the 
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vast majority of women, rather than an attempt to develop a more restricted 
model applicable only to clinical patients. 

As subjects were predominantly young, healthy women, it was expected that 
most would report only mild menstrual cycle related symptoms and mood chang
es, especially since the sample of women was very homogeneous. There is little 
doubt that menstrual cycle changes would have been exacerbated significantly 
among clinical samples of women suffering from premenstrual syndrome and/or 
menstrual distress. However, use of a clinical sample suffering from discernible 
menstrual distress or premenstrual tension would have unduly restricted the 
spread of variance in the psychometric data. The present sample was diverse 
enough to contribute broadly to the variance (the SDs in Table I attest to the 
broad range of scores obtained on most of the dependent variables). Excessive 
restriction of variance would have unduly hampered the testing of mood-symptom 
interrelationships as conceptualized within the proposed heuristic model. 

Women on the pill constituted approximately 35% of the overall sample. That 
women on the pill had significantly lower mean scores than women not on the pill 
on Impaired Concentration, Anxiety, Depression, Regression, Guilt, and Introver
sion (higher mean score on Extraversion) suggests that the influence of the pill on 
moods and symptoms may have been positive, attenuating the overall results, 
somewhat. 

Since the present findings are based on prospective cross-sectional data, the 
structural model only specifies heuristic relationships among the observed and 
latent variables. Consequently, claims of causality cannot be made, and the terms 
influence or effect are preferred. Aside from the study by Taylor et al. ( 1991) 
however, there has been a relative lack of adequate multidimensional measure
ment of fluctuations in symptoms and mood-states across the menstrual cycle. 

Surprisingly, perusal of the heuristic model suggests that physical symptoms 
(Pain, Autonomic Reactions, and Water Retention) did not significantly predict 
psychological states (Anxiety, Stress, Regression, and Guilt) - the standardized 
beta coefficients were not significant. Likewise, physical states (Depression, 
Fatigue-Arousal, and Introversion) also exhibited no significant predictive rela
tionship with psychological symptoms (Negative Affect, Impaired Concentration, 
Behavior Change, and Control) - beta coefficients being trivial. In contrast, the 
hypothesis that physical symptoms such as Pain, Water Retention, and Autono
mic Reactions would significantly predict psychological symptoms (Negative 
Affect, Impaired Concentration, Behavior Change, and Control) was strongly 
confinned, however. The beta coefficients were .98 and .75, respectively, indicat
ing that most of the "causal influence" was from physical to psychological 
symptoms (96% vs. 57% of variance accounted for, respectively - a difference 
of almost 40% in "predictive variance"). The hypothesis that physical states 
(Depression, Fatigue, Introversion, and Arousal) would significantly predict 
psychological states such as Anxiety, Stress, Regression, and Guilt, was also sup
ported strongly (beta coefficients being . 74 and .83, respectively) - thus, 69% 
and 54% of the predictive variance was accounted for, in each instance - a dif
ference of 15% in "predictive variance"). 

The heuristic model suggests that the MDQ and 8SQ latent variables (symp
toms and states) are fundamentally discrete constructs, emerging as separate 
factors in the exploratory analyses reported in Tables 2 and 3. It seems likely that 
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unpleasant menstrual cycle symptoms may be largely responsible for bringing 
about clevEJtions in NegEJtive Affect, [mpEJired Concentration, anu l:khavior 
Change, with a concomitant increase in attempts at control over these variou.s 
changes. Likewise, physical states including those such as Fatigue vs. /\rousa 1 
may have a some "causal" in tluencc in aetivuting negative p:iyclwlogical states 
such as Anxiety, Slrcss, Regression, and Guilt. The present heuristic model 
provides some insights (provided proper prccautio11s arc taken) leading to several 
specitic hypotheses which shoulu be investigEJted more comprehensively in future 
rcpcated~mcasurcs, experimental, and structural model] ing studies, using larger 
sample sizes, and thcory~drivcn models. 
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ABSTRACT 

/\ co11firmalory foc1or nmilysis (CF!\ l urtlw 100 iLe111s of' the Revised l·:ysenck 
Persona Ii ly Qu-.·stionna ire ( EPQ-R) un a sample <1r205 <.;m1th /\ fricnn r~·fugecs 
fo ilccl lo :-ialisfoctori ly tit the I ·.PCJ-li 's i ntcmkd 4-foctnr sl l'U~tu1·c. TliL' lack l)r J'it 
is possibly ouc to the low s11b_je(·\-lo-pt1ramctcr ( 11:Jq rutio and the dicholo111m1s 
i ll'lll rcspun~e~ . Three rrocedures wen.: cxmnined rm com hi n i ng i tcm~ i ntn pa1·
ccls to alleviate th\:Sl! prohlems. Within c:ich nr th1.: l'sychotici:-;m, r:.1:.11avcrsion, 
N('LHDI idsm, and l. ic- sc:1 k:!'.s, typic :d ly Ll1rL'l' item~ wcr-.' 1m n.:c led by I a) j udgL'd 
t:onl.:-nt. ( b) highcsl inll::reorrelatinn. and I c) rnridomly. CF/\s of the 1hrl'c 111ctl1ods 
l<ir .:011slruct Ing i tern p,HL'C Is sh1 ,w~·d cq ui vak·n t, i r mmkst, f'j ts ol' the -.:i-i':11.:tor 
model 10 Lhc duln. The Psy..:hutici~m fo..:tur was prohk1w1tir.:. h111 ( T/\s climint1t
i11g Psyd10ticis111 indic;\led that the uther tlircc 111<.:lors uppl':trcd lo l'L'astmahly 
111L'<1Mll'L' 1111.:ir i11tc11dcd cons1 ruc1s. i\rg.unK'n1s rd a led to ~impl icily anu the ;i priori 
cJ1.plicalio11 ol'nwaning are u:-cd to advoi.:atc lhc apµlicatitlll orL·on1c11t pnrccb. 

I NTR< )[)LICTIO~ 

RcsL'U rr,;hcrs o ftcn cannot fl chi -:vc t lic sompl c s izcs n f ra1·c, 1\~lllolc or dear 
subjccb to adcqua1e1y amtlyzc - ;11;·c,nrdi 11g tu a \'a ilablc wisdum the number 
ofmcn~urcs that c111 be readily ~;ithl'rcd 011 lhcsl' ~ub_jci:Ls . With c!<.plornlory 
rm:tor analysi~ (['.FA), for cxrrn1pk, published rcc.:ornrncndutinn~ for lhl! ratio of 
obscrval iom to variab lcs ( 11 :k) ha vc rnugcLI from 1111 ity ( ;\ lc:rnwni, 197(1) lo in 
1.'X&.:cs~ of JO: I 1_Kuncc, Cook, & Milkr, 1975; Nunnally, ICJ7X), b11t many texts 
addrl'ssing Eb\ sample si1c (C . !J.., Ci1,r-,ur.:li, 1983: Tahachnid & J·i<lcll, 11)89) 
seem Io c.:onc ur on a mi 11 i ma 1 .~: 1 rut io Ll f su b_kcls to mc,1 ~u res. 1 N oncl h l'I css. 
<.: 1 i 11 ir.:al, social, or pcrsonfll ity rc.:scardll'r~ arc often in situations where even this 
rcr.:ommcn<lc<l minimum 5: l ratio is unallainanlc. An cxmnrlc of this situation is 
our attempt Lo cxaminr.: lhl' appropriatcm:ss of the suggested four far.:tor scoring of 
the l 00- i tcm revised ! : y.~cnck Personality Questionnaire ( E PQ· R; F y~cnc k, 
Eysenck, & Umn::tl, 19~5) nn a sample Llf20.5 South Afrirnn rcfogccs in Tan:t.anin 
before the recent politicul ch:rngcs in St>u\h Africa . 
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The main dcvcl<iprncntal work on the 4-rai.:tor (Ncurnticism, Extravcrsion, 
Psychotic ism, and Lie sea ks) structure of the 1:,PQ-R was conducted on I3ritish 
samples (Eysenck ct al., 19X5). These South Afric:m refugees. examined in :.i 
stuc.ly of the possible effects of political detention. torture, 11nd the experience of 
being n refugee (Mpumlawana, 1991 ), seemed to represent a patently different 
p{lpulation than that on which the EPQ-R was developed. After several months in 
Tanzania, tlatn from 205 South Afrii.:an refugees were obrninc<l. 

As the: goal wa::; lo test the ability {lf the previously derived 4-factor :,;tructme 
of 1he EPQ-R to "fit" the darn from the South African rcfu~cc sample, confirma
tory factor analysis (CFA) rather than EFA seemed opprnpriat0 (Bernstein & 
Teng, l9H9; Briggs & Check, 1986; Mulaik, 1987; Watkins. 1989). J\s with l·:FA. 
there arc no agreed-upon guidelines for determining minimum snmplc sizes for 
C'FA, although there is ll growing literature 011 this issue (e.g., Anderson & (icrh
i ng. J 984; Bn!dcrja h n. 1985; Bearden, Sharma, & Teel, 1982; Booms ma. l 982: 
Gallini & Mandeville, 1984; Gcrbing & Anderson, 1985; Cicweke & Singleton, 
l 980; Huba & Bentler, l 9SJ; Muth,11 & Kaplan. 1985, 1992; Tan.1ka, 1987). 
Tanaka ( l 987) states that "there is ~omc agreement that sample-size appropriutc· 
n~ss is tied to the ratio of the number of subjects to the number of parameters 
estimated [which] differs somewhat from lhc usual concern with the ratio of 
numbcrs of subjects to number of variables" (p. J 3 7). A guideline that Bentler 
( 1993) acknowledges as "over-simplified" is that the ratio of sample si/c lo the 
number of freely estimated pllrnmcters may be able to go as low ar, a minimum of 
5: 1. 

t::ven by these minimal standards, a Cf A of the IOO-ilem EPQ-R ,m 205 South 
Afric:m refugees looked questionable. This article examines three llpproaehcs to 
improve the n:k ratio which involve combining scvera l items into "pmccls" or 
"mini sc<1lcs," approaches which root back to the early tlays of factor analysis. 
Cattc 11 i n!rQ(1Uccd parceled item faeLnri ng into qucstionna ire research hack in 
19.56 (o & b) because of a lack of con fo.lcnce in the stability of single items and 
also because of the incapabilily of curly computers to handle large matrices. Some 
researchers grouped items into parcels based upon apparent con tent ( e.g., Com
rey, 1970 ), but Catt cl I and I3urdsal ( 197 5) f cit tluit thi ~ ". ,.could be rejected as 
being too subjective and as dcpending on r,ossibly half-unconscious and almost 
certainly insufficiently in formed stereotypes of a pani cul ar 1-)X pcri menter" ( p. 
167). lnstcau. Cattell and Rurdsal (1975) favored empirical approaches that parcel 
on the ha~i~ ol' items having a minimum mutual correlation nr say, 0.3, although 
they ad vnca ted a more sophisti ca tctl ex tens ion of l his !hut they cal I eel radial 
parceling. Factoring parcels r,nhcr tlrnn items gcncralcd some controversy (Cattell 
& Rurdi-Hl. 1975: Comrey & Duffy, 1968; Eysenck & r.yscnck, 1969; I Jowarth & 
Browne, 1971 ). 

An additional problem q ucstionnllire item responses pose for factor a11alysis. 
bes idc s thci r st a bi Ii ty, is that rating sea I cs arc not norm a 11 y dis tri but cd ( Drasgow 
& Kan fer. I Q85) and, of course, this is particularly tn11.' of dichotomous responses. 
l3ernstcin and Teng ( ! 9H9) suggest most rescnn.:hers arc unaware or disregard lhc 
seriousness of the problems posed by calcgorieal data (Bock & Aitken, 1981; 
Muth,n. 1978, 19~4. ! 9K7; Takanc & de Lccuw, l 987}. Essentially, parceling has 
ulso been recommended as a solution for these considcrntions (Bernstein & Teng, 
1989; Drasgow & Kanfcr, 1985; Skinner, 1984). Cook, Dornns and Eignor (198H) 
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caution, in fact, that the radial parceling procedure recommended by Cattell and 
Burdsal ( 1975) involves all the problems inherent in the factor analysis of item 
data. 

Notwithstanding Cattell and Burdsal's (1975) negative opinion of experiment
ers making judgments about apparent content and meaning in parceling items, 
much would seem to commend this simple procedure. By whatever process 
formed, any researchers' parcels are public, replicable, and testable - at least 
some of the "stuff' ohcience. Attempts to articulate in advance what a small 
parcel of items means seems eminently consistent with the theory driven nature of 
CFA. Moreover, interpretation of what a collection of items means cannot be 
sidestepped; factor analysis may indicate that a group of items belong together but 
the latent meaning of that group of items remains the fallible act of hypothetical 
constrnction. As Mulaik (1987) has put it, "inductive procedures do not automat
ically give us meanings" (p. 301 ). In any event, almost any manner of grouping 
items together that are all supposedly suffused by the same common factor may 
not, in the final analysis, make much difference. In this article, I examine these 
issues by comparing CFA results produced by three different methods for con
strncting item parcels: judged content, high mutual intercorrelations, and random 
assignment. Specifically, I compare CFA results produced by these three item
parceling methods to evaluate the fit of the 4-factor EPQ-R structure on the 
sample of the 205 South African refugees. 

METHOD 

SUBJECTS 

Two hundred ten South African refugees residing in two small communities in 
Tanzania sponsored by the African National Congress - Mazimbu and Dakawa 
- completed an extensive battery of questionnaires intended to assess the psy
chological effects of political detention, torture under detention, and being a
refugee. Although versions of the battery were available in Xhosa and Zulu
(which had been independently back translated to assure their accuracy of mean
ing), the vast majority of respondents chose to complete the English language
version. Completed batteries were obtained from 205 exiles ( 148 males and 57
females) ranging in age from 13 to 4 7 years old (M = 25 years). The average
length of time spent in exile was 3.5 years.

THE REVISED EYSENCK PERSONALITY QUESTIONNAIRE 

In response to criticisms of the Psychotic ism (P) scale of the original Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire (EPQ: Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975), Eysenck, Eysenck, 
and Barrett ( 1985) attempted to improve the P scale by adding new items. The 
new P scale has 32 items, seven more than the original EPQ P scale. Very slight 
changes were made to the Extraversion (E) and Neuroticism (N) scales and the 
Lie (L) scale was unchanged from the original. 

Eysenck et al. (1985) reported satisfactory reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) for 
all four scales (.78::; a::; .90). Hypothesized as measuring orthogonal factors, the 
P, E, and N scales appeared only very modestly correlated (-.07 ::; r::; .23). As 
would be anticipated, the L scale was somewhat negatively correlated with the 
personality scales (-.16::; r::; -.34 ). In addition to improved reliability, the 
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distrilmtion of the revised P scale was elm,cr to normal and bad a h ighcr mean 
score llrnn the ori!;inal s.:ak. 

PARCEL CONSTRl,'CTlON 

Content parcd.1·, Based upon a preliminary c;,rnmination of the items and the 
goal of achieving a 11:k > 5, it was decided to generally combine items into triads 
aml. lo keep the parcels roughly the same size, tn allow no parcels to be smaller 
thun twu items or greater than four item,. Within each of the four idcnti fic<l sc1:1les 
of the EPf~-R, items were combined into parcels on the perceived similarities of 
the contents of items with the vast majority of parcels (28/3 3) being triads. The 
items uncl the labels given these content parcels arc shown in Table I, along with 
some dcscriprive statistics. While content parcels were constructed with no atten
tion to item intcrcorrclations, all but one of the content parcels had mean inter
item correlations that ~xccedcd those of the items generally in the !ir.:alcs they 
were representing. 

TABLE I 

DESCRIPT[ON OF CONTENT PARCELS WITH 

STATISTICS DESCRIBING SKEWNESS (Sk), 

KURTOSIS (Kur), MEAN INTER-ITEM CORRELATION 

(Mr), AND CRONBACH'S ALPHA (a) 

Scale/Content Parcel Items Sk Kur M a 
J' 

P,~)'<'horicism 
Disobedient 18,29.50,88 0.58 -0.5 7 .15 .46 
Di strusl in g 34, 85, 95 0.34 -0.76 .2J .4 7 
Intimidating 30, 73. 91 1.47 2.14 .22 .46 
Callous 12, 37. 99 1.36 L84 .22 .46 
Rejecting Family 42,68,96 0.3 l -1.12 .08 .20 
Impulsive 2, 81 0.74 -0.51 .09 .15 
U neon ven Ii unal 48,59,64 0.87 -0.26 . I 0 .26 
Fin:mcial Issues 7, 9, 75 0.10 -0.62 .05 .13 
M isce 11 aneous 25,56 2.32 4.77 .23 .37 
Disregards Manners 14, 2 l, 41 2.75 0.78 .39 .66 
Inc on si dern te 5,54, 79 1.80 3.23 .23 .47 

/ ?,xtm ver.1·in11 

Outgoing 28,36,40,55 0.21 -l.02 .2! .52 
Lively l l, 16, 94 -0.85 -0.6 7 .44 .70 
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Table 1 continued 

Scale/Content Parcel Items Sk Kur M 

1 

;I 
Sociable 20,33,45,58 -0.96 0.14 .27 .60 

Activity Oriented 1, 72, 90 -0.30 -1.25 .31 .57 

Life of the Party 24,51, 78 -0.08 -1.32 .34 .61 

Talkative 6,47,63 -0.04 -1.30 .25 .50 

Quick Deciding 61,67,69 -0.61 -0.86 .31 .57 

Neuroticism 

Ennui 70, 76,84 -0.08 -1.38 .38 .64 

Moody 3,8,92 -0.15 -1.36 .35 .61 

Irritable 17,26,97 -0.33 -0.94 .20 .42 

Sensitive 22,87, 100 -0.12 -1.22 .22 .46 

Worrying 38,43,52, 74 -0.54 -0.29 .17 .56 

Nervous 35,46,83 0.70 -1.08 .52 .66 

Sleepless/Tired 60,65 0.00 -1.22 .24 .36 

Guilt/Shame 13,31,80 -0.54 -1.49 .24 .49 

Lie 

Obedient Child 39,53,57 -0.03 -1.53 .45 .71 

Denies Flaws I 10,49,93 0.24 -0.80 .19 .41 

Denies Flaws II 77,82,89 0.02 -1.13 .12 .28 

Denies Flaws III 27,44,66 -0.64 -0.37 .26 .51 

Virtuous Habits 23,32,62 -0.12 -1.12 .32 .59 

Responsible 4, 19, 71 0.30 -0.88 .19 .41 

Moral Rectitude 15, 86,98 -0.46 -0.46 .22 .46 

Correlated parcels. Another set of parcels was constructed by successively 

·�
selecting triads of items within the suggested EPQ-R scales that were the most 
highly intercorrelated of the remaining items. In the case of Psychoticism and 

� 
Extraversion (32 and 23 items, respectively) the last remaining items formed 
dyads rather than triads. Although 13 of the correlated parcels partially over-
lapped (sharing two items) with the conceptual parcels, only two correlated par-
eels were identical to content parcels: Nervous (Neuroticism Scale) and Moral 
Rectitude (Lie Scale). 

Random parcels. The last set of parcels was constructed by randomly selecting 
triads of items from within the four suggested EPQ-R scales. Again in the cases 
of Psychoticism and Extraversion the last remaining items to be parceled were 
dyads rather than triads. Five random parcels partially overlapped (sharing two 
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items) with content parcels; one c1du itional random parcel was iden tical to a 
content parcel : l~nnui (Ncuroticisrn}. Eight random parcels partial ly overlapped 
with correlated parcc:!ls. 

TABLE 2 
EPQ-R SCALE STATISTICS FOR SCALES BASED ON 

RA \V ITEMS, CONTENT PARCELS~ CORRELATED 
PARCELS, AND RANDOM PARCELS 

Parcding Method 

EPQ-R Sc.ale.-: Raw Items Content Correlated Random 

P.~}·chotil'ism {M = R. 1, SD= 3.7) 

N 32 l I I I I J 

M .06 .1 2 .1 l . 15 

0. .63 .60 .56 .67 

Exfmversion (M = 12. 9, SD = 4. I) 

N 23 7 8 8 

M 
r 

.10 .20 .1 9 .25 

a .72 .67 .65 .73 

,"/curo1icism (M = 13.3, SD= 4.6) 

N 24 8 8 8 

M . . [3 
r .28 .24 .30 

0. .78 .75 .73 .78 

Lie (M = 11 .9, SD= 3.9) 

N 21 7 7 7 

A1 
r . l l .23 .22 .26 

a .72 .68 .67 .71 

Note : Mr refers to the mean i11lcr-itc111 correlation l'or raw items and mean 
inter-parcel corrclalion for the parcels constructed according to each of the 
three methods. 
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RESULTS 

SCALE STATISTICS 

EPQ-R scale statistics on the raw items, content parcels, correlated parcels, 

and random parcels are displayed in Table 2. While the mean inter-item correla

tions were somewhat higher among the parcels than among the raw items, internal 

consistency reliability estimates for the each type of parcel were quite similar to 

those produced by the individual items. 

ITEM CFA 

All CFAs were analyzed using foreskog and Sorbom's (1984) LISREL VI 

program (version 6.6). Items were given free loadings to be estimated on their 

respective factors and fixed zero loadings on all other factors. The latent factors 

were all given unit variances and were allowed to be correlated. Because of the 

dichotomous nature of responses, the item data was analyzed by ordinary least 

squares estimation of a tetrachoric correlation matrix ( cf. Joreskog & Sorbom, 
1984). While two-thirds of items loaded > .30 on the factors they were supposed 

to be measuring, the overall goodness of fit was quite unsatisfactory (GFI = .53, 
AGFI = .51, RMSR = .14). Of course, the n:k ratio was very unsatisfactory 
(n:k < 2: 1) for this analysis .. 

PARCEL CFAs 

The three sets of parcels were also analyzed with model described above for 

the items. With estimates of parcel loadings on factors and six intercorrelations 
between factors with unitized variances, there were at most 40 parameters to be 

freely estimated from data on 205 subjects thereby achieving Bentler's recom
mended 5: 1 minimum ratio. 

P arcels made assumptions of normality more tenable. For items, the mean 

absolute value for skewness was 0.95 (70% < Sk = 1) and for kurtosis was 2.22 

( 11 % <Kur = 1 ). These were substantially reduced for parcels; for example, the 

mean absolute value for skewness was 0.60 (85% < Sk = 1) and for kurtosis was 

1.37 (42% <Kur = 1) for content parcels. Nonetheless, as a precaution parcel data 

were first analyzed with ordinary least squares estimations of polychoric correla
tion matrices ( cf. Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984) followed by maximum likelihood 
solutions for covariance matrices. Inasmuch as the results are nearly identical, 

only the maximum likelihood solutions will be reported here. 
For all factors except P almost all parcels, however constructed, meaningfully 

load(> .30) on the scales they were meant to measure. For P, however, a minority 

of any type of parcels loaded meaningfully. Only 4/ 11 P sychotic ism content 
parcels had loads greater than .30. Correlated parcels had only 5/ l l with loading 

greater than .30, while random parcels had only 3/11 parcels with loadings greater 

than .30. The orthogonality of the P, E, and N factors seemed tenable only for E 
relative to both P and N; P and N were significantly (p < .002) correlated for all 
three parcel techniques' solutions. While the L factor had significant correlations 

negative with P, E, and N factors in each parcel approach (p < .05), it was particu
larly associated with P, their shared variance approaching 50%. The overall 
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goodness-of-fit indices, displayed in Table 3, showed all three parcel approachc~ 
LO rrovidc Ct.JUivalcm modes! overall fils oftbc EPQ-R factor models to the data. 

TABLE 3 
GOODNESS-OF-FJT INDICES FOR CONFIRMATORY 
NON-ORTHOGONAL FACTOR ANALYSES OF THE 
EPQ-R BASED ON CONTENT, CORRELATED, AND 

RANDOM PARCELS 

Parceling Method "t: 

Content 7 35. 7 

CorrclawJ 7J 1.J 

Random 725.C, 

489 

521 

521 

1.50 

1.40 

1.Jl) 

PARCEL CFAs OM[TTJ:-.:C PSYCHOT!C'JSM 

CiFI 

0.82 

0.82 

0.X3 

AUFI 

0.79 

0.80 

0.80 

R'.\1SR 

O.OR 

0.08 

(1.07 

J 11 I ifJ,hl oft he wcuknL·ss of lhc I) l'ac!o r n:vcakd hy :111 pn:v i ou.~ 11n:1 l ysL'f-, 
l 'F!\s on nll 1hn:c !lnrcds we-re rcpcAlcd 01nit1in~ any spcc ilkation and all mcas
un:s or Psycholicix111. Ov('ral! ~ood111:ss-ol~fit inc.lire~ improvC'c.11 GF!s = .88-.!N; 
/\GFls.:: .X6; RMSR~ = .05-.07) for thc.sc Lhr-:-l! fador sol111in11s. Avl~ragc p11n:ci 
loadings ~lll th t:i r rcspcrlivc fru.:tors W(.'rc . 5 I ( .4 7-.. % ). Wh ik pursui 111,; chn11gcs 
indir.itcd by significant mod ificntion indices did rc,ult in iwlutions w1Lli (,Fis 
grcntcr than .llO, 1hcsc drnngcx :;imply resulted in mrn.k~l :,;c~ondary loadings for 
pari.:el;. on ad<litionnl foctors. 

DISCUSSIO:\ 

With a very low subjccl-lo-paramctcr ratio (11:/.:: < 2: l) and the gross 1wn
normality of dichotomous data, n lTJ\ of EPQ-R item responses gathered from a 
sample of South African rd'ugces ciiuld not be adcq uat-:1 y fitted ll1 thl..! four-factor 
rno<lcl suggc:;lcd by l ·:yscnck cl n l. ( I 98~). Paree ling rypica lly triad~ or i lcms 
within the seal cs they were intended lo ml'!asun.' by three qui tc di ffcrent pro
ceclu rcs -judged content similarity. highest intcrcorrclation. and random as
si!_.!.nmcnt - ,~suited i11 more satisfactory 11:k nHio:; an<l more normal data distri
butions. !\~ Tahlc 2 presented, all three item-parcel constrnetion lcchniqucs 
pro<luccd similar imcrnal consistency st.atistics tc> the those produce by the EPQ-R 
scales' original items. Wh ile parcch; were dearly superior to items in producing 
more satisfactory fit.~ ofCPAs lo the Eysenck four-factor model, lilllc cliserimi-
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nated statistically between the three procedures examined for parceling items. The 
factor loadings of all three parceling procedures raised some doubt about the 

adequacy of the P scale with this sample. The average loadings of all parcel 

approaches on P were only about .25, less than what Comrey (1973) characterizes 
as poor loadings. In contrast, the average loadings of parcels onto the other fac
tors (.42 .51) are what Comrey (1973) describes as fair loadings. All three parcel

ing techniques produced better fits in CFAs after eliminating the Psychoticism 
factor and its related parcels. 

Based solely on statistical criteria, therefore, there seems no basis for prefer

ring one parceling technique over the others examined in this study. In some 
sense, this finding parallels that of Hase and Goldberg ( 1967) which found four 
strategies, including essentially those used in creating the three parcel sets in this 
study, for creating scales using CPI items were equivalent on 13 diverse criteria. 

Nonetheless, a number of considerations lead this author to advocate forming 
parcels on a more rational basis. 

SIMPLICITY 

Content parcels, relative at least to correlated parcels, were quick and easy to 

form. It took me only a few hours to examine the EPQ-R items and to identify 
parcels of items within scales that had similar meanings or contents. On the other 
hand, examining correlation matrices, some with nearly 500 entries, and identify
ing triads with the highest mean intercorrelations by calculating average Z scores 

was time consuming, laborious, and boring. Unfortunately, this author knew ofno 
existing programs for such a task and blanched at the prospects of writing one. It 

is true that randomly aggregating items from particular scales into triads was even 
easier and faster, but that seemed too much like acting as though I had no ideas 
whatsoever about shared meanings and potential relationships between items. 

THE ARTICULATION OF MEANING 

An apparent advantage of content parcels over correlated and random parcels 
was the assistance they gave in determining what the proposed scales for the 

EPQ-R were, and were not, measuring. Content parcels seemed best at identifying 
what still seem to be problems, at least in this South African refugee sample, with 
the Psychoticism scale. The content parcels, however, also seemed to corroborate 

that the E, N, and L scales were indeed measuring what they were intended to 

measure. 
The content parcels seemed to be useful in understanding whatever was being 

weakly measured by the Psychoticism factor. In advance of any statistical analy
ses, content parcels defined in this author's view as disobedient, distrusting, 

intimidating, and callous best characterized this tenuous factor. The meaning of 
such attributes would need to be couched in an appreciation that all of these South 
African refugees had fled Apartheid into exile, a majority reported having been 
tortured in detention, and many had loved ones killed in raids by the South Afri

can army. Also, if one were inclined to cast these attributes into a psychopatho
logical light, they would seem more definitional of psychopathy than psychoti
cism. 
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The content parcels seemed to confirm the intended interpretations of the 
more satisfactory factors . Content parcels a priori labeled outgoing, lively and 
sociable seem most defining of a factor intended to measure extravcrsion. Content 
parcels predefined as ennui, moodiness, irritability, and sensitivity load highest on 
Ncuro1icism, but that worry. ncn•ousness, and guilt/shame loud lower might put a 
more depressive than anxious cast on the ncuroticism being measured. Finally, 
the L factor identified in this study seems lo relate more strongly to denying 
minor Jlaws and less to the affirmation of desirable attributes. L scores therefore 
seem most related to wh.i t Paulhus ( 19~4) would identify as conscious dissem
bling or impression management rather than to the more unconscious process of 
self-deception or ego enhancement. 

ARE CONTENT PARCELS TOO SUl:3JECT£VE? 

Recall that Cattell and Burdsa l ( I 975) rejected parceling items on content .ns 
too subjective, c.sscnlially in their rroccss of formation by any particulElr re
searcher. Undoubtedly. some reEidcrs might disagree with my content parcels 
and/or the labels thal l gave Lo lhosc parcels and could provide their own alterna
tives. IIad spact: permitted, I might have provided more explicit rationales for the 
content parcels presented in Table L; these would have represented some combi
nation of common language analysis and psychological theory. Another re
searcher's rationale for grouping items differently might even he pcrsuosive to 
me. 1 would argue. however, that the degree of subjectivity about where ideas 
come from is as irrelevant to the outcome DS the chemist Kckul reporting that his 
idea for the benzene ring came from his dream of snakes dancing in a ring with 
each others' tails in their mouths. What seems more important to me is that, once 
formed by whatever basis, parcel sets are public and explicit; we cE111 empirically 
test whether any set docs a bcucr job. Just as the MMPI-2 has a number of differ
ent scalings - the clinical, content, and supplemental sct11ings - i l might a)s<l he 
that different pan;cls havt: different, but equivalently good (or ball) stories tu tell 
about our datft. 

GENERAL APPLICATION" 

While the ~xample that I have presented only deals with CFJ\, there seem to 
be a number of other multivariate analysis situations where content rarcel ing 
might recommend itsdf as a potential solution to the n:k rntio or catcgoric:al 
variable problems. Even in very c,c.plorato1)· analyses, rarely would researchers be 
totally uninformed (nor should they be) about what variables might be meaning
fully combined to make an c,.;ploraLory factor, regression, or canonical analysis 
more manageable. Psychologiciil variables are rnrely created <le novo; they lypi
cEllly ha vc histories of being researched or at least of researchers/theorists con
templating their meaning 1md how they relalc to other variaoles. As Hmvcy 
Skinner ( 1984) argued, " The single mosL powerful data analytic technique is a 
'rational mind.' '' 
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I. We should note that an empirical literature exists that calls into question the
utility of any of these suggested guidelines (Arindell & van der Ende, 1985;
Barrett & Kline, 1981 ).
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ABSTRACT 

The present study examined the relationship between postnatal depression 
(PND) and premenstrual syndrome, using the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire 
(MDQ) and the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS). Fifty-one mothers 
participated in the study. A nondepressed group consisted of 25 mothers with no 
reported PND symptoms, while a depressed group comprised 26 mothers with 
clearly diagnosed PND symptomatology. The present findings provide further 
evidence of an association between premenstrual syndrome and the later devel
opment of postnatal depression, raising the possibility of predicting subsequent 
PND from pre-existing premenstrual syndrome (PMS). 

STUDY 

Postnatal depression (PND) is one of three mood disorders affecting 10% to 
20% of women after childbirth (Dalton, 1989). Symptoms unique to the experi
ence of PND include the worsening of moods in the morning rather than evenings 
as well as suicidal and infanticidal thoughts (Pfost, Stevens, & Matejcak, 1990). 
Conflicting research has yet to identify any singular cause for the development of 
PND. However, the following factors have been reported as being correlated with 
development of the disorder: excessive progesterone (Harris, 1996; O'Brein & 
Pitt, 1994), oestrogen (Weick, 1996; Glover, 1992), thyroid dysfunction (Harris, 
1996; Boyce, 1994), high cortisol levels (O'Hara, Schlechte, Lewis, & Wright, 
1991; Bonnin, 1992), neuroticism (Boyce, 1994), external locus of control (Terry, 
Mayocchi, & Hynes, 1996), cognitive dysfunction (Meager & Milgrom, 1996) 

· antenatal and/or previous depression (Zelkowitz & Milet, 1996; Green & Murray,
1994), lack of social support (Small, Astbury, Brown, & Lumley, 1994; Albright,
1993), marital dissatisfaction (Murray, Cox, Gail, & Jones, 1995), infant tem
perament (Terry et al., 1996), as well as life stressor events during and after
pregnancy (Meager & Milgrom, 1996; Mills & Kornblith, 1992).
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Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) has also been implicated as a factor involved 
in the development of PND. Gitlin and Pasnau ( 1989) discussed the difficulties or 

the research on PMS due to poor ddinitions, few controlled treatment studies, and 
conflicting results . Due to these difficullim; prevalence rates for PMS have varied 

widely. Gitlin and Pasm1u reported a prevalence mte of 40% or women cxpericnc~ 
ing some mild premenstrual symptoms and 2% to 10% reporting more severe 
symptoms. More recently, Boyle (1997, p.38) stated that, "up to 50 percent of all 

mcnstrua ting women suff cr acute mcnstrua 1 po ins ( d ysmcnorrhca) . '' Psychosocial 
explanations for the development of PMS include the effects of significant li fo 
events and marital satisfaction {Usshcr, 1992). Ussher also reported associations 
between levels of PMS and high scores on ncurotici5m scales. Biologieal explana
tions for PMS incl udc the influence of increasing levels of progesterone during 

ovu I a tion prior to a rap id drop before menstruation (Weick, l 99 6), 0 nc theory for 
this is the withdrawal of the "euphoric" effect created by high level,, of progest
erone (O'Brein & Pitt, 1994). 

Warner, Brmcrofl, Dixson, and Hampson ( 1991, p.22) reported that the severi
ty of premcnstmal depression was related lo a previous history of PND indicc1ting 
that "those women with the severest premenstrual rc::iction arc mosl likely lo 
hilvc experienced depressive mood change after childbirth, possibly ret1ccting 
some cnmmon aetiological, ncurcndocrinc mechanism.'' The results showed that 
women who arc currently exhibiting premenstrual depression arc more likely to 
report a previous history of depression or PND, than arc wom(:11 without premen
strual depression. Graze, Nee, aml Endicott ( 1990. p.203) reported an association 
between a history of PMS and an increased risk of <levcloping a depressive disor
der stating that, "retrospect i vc reports of premcnstru al depressive drnngcs serve 
as a predictor for subsequent major dcpressiv~ episodes ." This relationship was 
sti I J signi f'ican t after controlling for the effects of antecedent depression and a 
family history of affcelivc disorders. 

Mil Is and Korn blith { 1992) discussed the rel.:1tionship between PMS and the 
development of PND or Post-Partum Psychosis (PPP) stt1ting that this rclr1tionship 
may be rctlective of the woman's overscnsiti vity to hormona 1 fluctuations in her 
body. Ev idc nee points towards the devclopmcn t or PMS following recovery from 
PND. Dalton ( 1989) discussed the recovery phase of PND. stating that often 
women will have a depressive rdapsc prcmcnstrually an<l eonc!udcd thut women 
have a 90'Yo chance of developing PMS ::ificr sullcring from PND. 

Research also points towards EJ.n association between nmlcrni!y blues and PMS 
(Gitlin & Pasnau, 1989). Likewise, O'I Iara et aL ( J 991, p. 805) reported ''a rather 
consistent association between histories of both repro<lucti ve-rclatcd (i.e. premen
strual syndrome) and nonrcproductive-related affoctivc disorders and the blues." 
Bonnin ( 1992) also bighlightcd the foci that mothers who suffer from postpnrtum 
blue:, also tend to suffer from premenstrual depression and restlessness , Research 

has also focused upon the effects of PMS on psychosis sufferers. Women suffer
ing rsychosis were reported to show wil<l .swings in their behavior <luring ovula
tion and menstruation, but then improving following menstruation (Dalton, 1989). 

In I ight of the above research, it is proposed that there is an association bet
ween history of premenstrual syndrome symptoms before pregnancy, as measured 
by the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire (MDQ) an<l the subsequent development 
of postnatal depression, a~ measured by the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale 
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(l::PDS). It is hypothesized (Hl) that mulht:rs who develop Postnatal Depression 
arc mot·c likely to have suffered from Premcnstl'ual Syndrome before prcgna11cy 
as measured by the MDQ. Second, ii is hypolhcs i1.t:d (112) that the more severe 
the premenstrual syndrome experienced before pregnancy, the more severe Lhc 
post notal depression will be. Combined use of the MDQ and EPDS scales 
prov ides an advantage over earlier studies in enabling more precise psychometric 
assessment of PMS and PND conditions respectively (cf. Boyle, 1992, 1997). 

METHOD 

PARTICIPANTS 

Participants wt:rc child bearing women recruitt:d from two .Mothers Day Cure 
Centers within the Gold Coast area, and several health centers within the Murray 
River area in lower south-cast ~cw South Wales (located in Finley, Dcniliquin, 
Cobram, and Berrigan). The final sE1mple comprised 51 worn en, of whom 25 
formed the non-PND group, with ages ranging from 22 to 36 years (mean 28 
years). The Pl\'D group wus selected on the basis of EPDS scorns (sec below) and 
comprised 26 women with a mean age of 31 years (Range 20 lo 51 years). Fifteen 
of the depressed women were primiparous (first child), while eight women had 
two ..:h ildren , two women had three children, and one mother had four chiltlrcn. 
The non- PND group included 1 S women having one chi Id, eight women having 
two children, and two women having three children, respectively. 

At the time of testing the average time since childbirth for the ucprcsscd 
mothers was 7.30 months (SD= 6.66). Mean time since childbirth for the non
depressed mothers was 7. S6 months (Sf>= I 0.07). The depressed mothers had all 
been diagnosed previously by medical authorities as suffering spt!cifo:ally from 
PND. Generally, women of childbearing age and mothers of young children arc at 
increased risk for experiencing depressive symptoms and disorders. However, the 
diagnosis of PND in the present study was nor in doubt, even though currcm level 
or depressive symptoms was assessed in mothers of infants ranging in age fl'()n, 

one month to slightly over 12 months. lnternslingly, 76°/., of the depressed moth
ers were married or living in a dcfacto relationship as compared with only 45.8% 
of Lhc control group. Some 61.5% of the depressed mothers were currently work
ing, as well as child rearing. as compared with 45 . 8%1 of the nondcpressed moth
ers who were working outside of the home. Some 88.5% of the depressed mothers 
had a previous hislury of PMS, and 30.8% of the depressed group reported a 
previous episode of P~D. ln comparison. only 3 2'% of the nonderrcssed group 
reported a history of PMS, and only 4% reported a history of PND. 

PROCEDURE 

Participants were tested once, fol lowing childbirth. Booklets consisting of an 
information sh~ct, consent form. demographics questionnaire (DQ), Menstrua l 
Distress Questionnaire {MDQ), and the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale 
(EPDS) were placed in the clinics. In addition to addressed reply paid envelopes, 
a box was provided in the various Gold Coast clinics for pE1rt ieipants to return 
their completed questionnaires. The majority of completed questionnaires were 
received through Lhc mail, although the response rate was low, around 20%. 
There was no a priori reason to doubt that those mothers who returned the com-
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plctcd questionnaires were not representative of the population uf mother suffer
ing from PND. 

fNSTllUMENTS 

Edinburgh Postnatal Depre ·sion S ale (£PDS). The EPDS was used to ::issess 
the mothers' severity of nm. The EPDS is a lO-itcm self-rating depression scale 
designed i;pccifically for the identification of PND. lt tests for concerns such as 
anxiety, stress, blame and fear in relation to the previous seven days. Tl1c rnothcrs 
were asked to express how they had generally been feeling for the previous week 
on a four-point scale ranging from usually (a ll the time) to no (uot. at all) . De
signed by Cox, Holden, and Sagovsky ( 19 7), the EPDS was developed in rn

sponse to an "urgent need lo develop method to identify such depression (PND) 

for use in primary care settings" (Cox, 1994, p. I 15). The original validution of 
the l 0-i tern scale on 84 women con cl udcci with positive results ( ox el al., I 9 8 7). 
Most liternture using; the scale employs a cut-off score of 13, anc1 approximately 
l 0% of motbers scoring greater than 13 appear typical. Thus, a score of l 3 was 
designated as a cut-off score for depression, with women falling above this score 
being regarded as depressed. This "providc(s) an eff ecti vc screen in clinical 
practice and in rcscaJch studies where it is important to identify all those wbo arc 
depressed" (Thorpe, 1993, p.124). Also, Murray and Carothers ( 1990, p.289) 
rcpo1ied a high response ro.te from po ta! administration indical'iJ'.lg "impressive 
evidence of the scale's acceptability to women in the postnatal period." 

Cox et al. ( 1987) reported a sensitivity level (propm1ion of depressed mothers 
correctly identified) of 86%, a spec ifi city level (proportion of non depressed 
moth rs correctly identified) of 78%,, aod a positive predictive value {proportion 
of women identified as depressed who are truly depressed) of 73%. Further vali

dation on an Australian sample reported a sensitivity of I OO'Vo, a specificity of 
95.7% and a positive predictive value of69.2% (Boy.::e, Stubbs, & Todd, 1993). 
The plit-halfcoefficient for the PD was reported as being 0.88, with a stan
danlized alpha coefficient of0.87, indicaling that the EPDS is a homogeneous 
instrument for detection of depression lCox, 1994). Item redundancy (sec Boyle, 
1991) was reduced after a validation ofthc original 13-item EPUS ( ox ct al., 

1987). Other research has also suggested the internal consistency of the EPDS 
(alpha= 0.92HO'Hara, 1994). However. such high estimates of item homoge
neity may also suggest moderately high levels of item homogeneity. and the 
possibility of associated item rcdnndancy and narrow breadth or measurement (cf. 

lark & Watson, I 995; Cortina, 1993; Boyle , 1991 ). 
Menstrual Di ·tre s Questionnaire (MDQ). The MDQ is a 47-itcrn self-report 

inventory for "use in diagnosis and treatme.nt of premenstrual and menstrual 
distress" (Conoley & Impara, 1994, p. l 51 ). The MDQ contains eight scales la
beled, pain wnter retention , autonomic reactions, negative affect, impaired 
conc~ntration, behavior change, arousal. a,nd control, derived from factor analysis 
(sec Moo , 1985). Boyle ( l 992, p. 13) reported the results or USR.EL imalys i of 
the MDQ stating that it is a " rea onably reliable and val id instrument." Smi th, 
Holland and Studd (1994) also snpported the reliability and validity of the MUQ 
as an assessment tool for PMS. The MDQ employs a five point Likcrt sca le 
ranging from O (no signs of symptoms) to 4 (severe sign of i,ymptoms) and ass-
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csses three time tramcs. menstrual distress (MD), premenstrual distress (PMD) 
and intermenstrual distress (ID). 

Ag;anoff and Boyle {1994) reported that PMS symptoms and mood changes 
could start as early as eight days prerncnstrually. Likewise, Cumming. Urion, 
Cumming; and Fox (1994) also reported symptoms as beginning Els early as 14 
days premcnstrually. Consel!ucntly, a broader definition of PMS is employed in 
the present study, incorporating much of the second half of the in tcrrncnstrua! 
phase in addition to the spccific<1lly premenstrual phase as defined by the MDQ 
i nstrum cnt. 

Fonn C of the MD() was used, and women were asked to report their premen
strual experiences during their last period before prcgnam;y. Retrospective report
ing of premenstrual syndrome has hcen found to be rcasonahly reliable (Boyle & 
Grnnt, 1992; Hart, Coleman, & Russell, 1987). In the initial nprmativc study, the 
MDQ also contained a memory scale. :\itoos {1985, p.9) reported the rcsulls from 
this scale and found "indications that symptom reports did not diminish { or in
crease) in intensity over time." Moos ( 1985} reported no links between symptom 
severity and either time elapsed since the symptoms m;cmn:d, nor the menstrual
cycle phase a woman is in at time of report. 

Demographic.,· Que.,·ti.m1naire (DQ). A short qucslionnairc was designed for 
this study to determine demographic factors such as age, marital status, number of 
children, dates of del ivcry, occupation and p!'evious histories of PMS or PND. 

RESULTS 

ln addition to previous medical diagnosis of P'ND, and on the further basis of 
elevated EPOS scores. 26 mothers were classified as suffering PND. A nondc
prcsscd sample of 25 mothers served as the non-PND group. Correlations bet
ween the demographic variables (occupation, rnurital status, number of children, 
the baby's age and the mothers age) and the total f.PDS scores were mostly 
nonsignificant. \\lhilc EPDS scorc8 eorn:lated significantly with Marital Status 
(0.13, p < .05 ), and Baby's Age (0.16. p < .05), the highest correlation was with 
age of the mother (0.49, p < .00 I). 

As measured via the MDQ instrument, among the PI\'D group, 19 mothers 
suffered little or mi Id menstrual cycle distress. four suffered moderate distress, 
while three suffered severe menstrual cycle distress. Twenty three of the non
PND group suffered little or mild menstrual cycle distress and only lwo motlu:rs 
suffered moderate distress. Table l shows the means and standard deviations of 
the scores obtained on the EPDS and the Ml)Q instruments. for PNI) and non
PND groups, respectively. 

Overall, the depressed (PND) sample scored higher on the MDQ (M = 90.]9, 
SD = 6 l.88) than did the nondcprcssed (non-PND) sample (M = 29.08, SD= 
26.59). When the nondepressed subjects were compared to the depressed subjects, 
in relation to their MD scores, a significant <li ffercnce bet ween means was found. 
The non-PND group had a combined observed mean of 13.36 in comparison to 
the PND group mean of 48.42 (F {I, 49) = 29.09, p < .000 I). This suggests Lhat 
there was a relationship between PMS sufferers and th.:: later development of 
PND. Analyses on the PMD scores indicated 8imilur results. The non-PND group 
mean was only 17 .68 in comparison with 44. 2 7 for the PN D group, a hi g;h ly 
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TABLE 1 
EPDS AND MDQ MEANS AND STANDARD 

DEVIATIONS ACROSS GROUPS 

Depressed Women Nondcpresscd Women 
(N = 26) (N = 25) 

M Sf) M SD 

EPDS Scores 16.81 6.62 4.32 2.48 

MDQ Total Scores 90.39 6l.88 29.08 26.59 

MDQ Menstrual 48.42 30.61 13.36 l LIO 
MDQ Premenstrual 44.27 31.32 17.68 20.34 
MDQ lntermcnstrual 29.94 26.38 7.8 8.56 

signific:ant difference (F (l, 49) = 12.M 1, p < .000 l ). Dcpr1;ssed women also di f. 
fcrcd significantly during the intcrmcnstrual phase in comparison with non-PND 
women (the mean non•PND group score was 7.8; while the mean PND group 
score was 29.92, (F(l, 49) = 15.09,p < .0001). Corrclarions between the eight 
MDQ subscalcs and EPDS scores wen: computed for each rncnstrual-cydc phase. 
For the menstrual (MD) phase, correlations ranged from .66 (negative affect) 
to .14 (arousal). Negative affect (.50) and arousal (.11) also exhibited the highest 
and lowest correlations with the EPDS scores for the premenstrual phase. For the 
intermct1strual (ID) phase, autonomic reactions correla ted the least (.IR) nnd 
negative affect the most (.44) with EPDS scores. Otherwise, all correlations were 
highly significant. 

In order to minimize effects due to covariates, a MANCOVA was conducted 
on lhe eight MDQ subscalcs and the EPDS controlling for age, marital status, 
number of children, nml occupational status, for each of the three '.vi DQ defined 
menstrual cycle phases. Table 2 shows the mean MDQ subscale scores across the 
menstrual (MD), premenstrual (PMD) and intcrmcm,trual (ID) phases, respective
ly. 

Results for Lhc menstrual phase revealed a significant rnul tivariatc effect (F (3, 
36) = 8.14, p < .000 I) . Significant mulli variate cff ects were also found for the 
premenstrual (F (9, 36);; 7.96, p < .000 I) and intcnncnstrual phases (F (9, 36) = 
7.82.p < .0001), respectively. The univariate effccL~ arc shown in Table 3. 

For tl1e MD and PMD phases of the MDQ the subscales of aulonomic reac
tions (such tlS dizziness, nausea, hot nushcs), behavior change (naps/stay in bed, 
avoid socia 1 activity), control (feelings of suffoc.:tttion, henrt pounding), impaired 
concentration (insomnia, confusion, forgetfulness), negative affect (anxiety, irri
tability, tension), pain (headaches, cramps, fatigue), and water retention (tender 
breasts, weight gnin) were all significantly correlated wilh EPDS scores. For the 
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intermcnstrual phase, six MDQ subs~ales exhibited significant correlations with 
EPDS scores (bl!havior change, contrnl, impaired concentration, negative effect, 
pain and water retention). Overall, Lhe result<; suggest a relationship between PMS 
he fore pregnancy and the I ater dev elopmcn t of PN n. 

TABLE 2 

MEANS FOR THE EIGHT MDQ SUBSCALES FOR EACH 

OF THE THREE MENSTRUAL-CYCLE PHASES. 

Depressed Women Nondeprcss~d Women 

(N = 26) (N = 25) 

MD PMD ID MD PMD TD 

Arousal 3.56 3.28 4.31 2.12 J.96 2.79 

Autonomic Reactions 2.04 1.52 1.32 0.25 0.33 0.29 

Behaviour Change 6.32 5.16 3.64 0.92 1.00 0.28 

Control 2.56 2.72 1.50 0.08 0.67 0. 15 

Impaired Concentration 7.32 6.88 4 .88 l.13 1.88 0 .67 

Negative Affoct 12.68 12.36 6.82 3.38 5.13 1.68 

Pain 9.24 7.80 4.87 3.71 3.88 1.39 

Water Retention 5.72 5.40 2.97 2.21 3.29 0 .71 

The second hypothesis (H2) was tested via product-moment corrch1tions and 
chi-square tests. The correlations between the thrnc menstrual-cycle phases 
measured in the MDQ an<l the EPDS scores arc shown in Table 4. 

These results show that each menstrual cycle phase (as defined by the MDQ 
instrument) correlated positively with EPDS scores. Consequently, these findings 
suggest a relationship between PMS and PND, as measured on the MDQ and 
EPDS scales. r.vidently, severity of PND is affected by severity of PMS. Table 5 
reports the results of the chi-square test, showing the highly signific,mt ruliition
shi p between menstrual, premenstrual an<l intcrmcnstrual scores and EPDS 
scores. 

A 11 three menstrual-cycle phases re I otcd significantly with EPD S scorns. 
Within this sample, the more severe the mothers' reports of menstrual distrt.1ss 
before pregnancy, the more likely was the ocrnrrcncc of PND follovv'ing child
birth. These findings support H2, S\.lggcsting that severity of PMS before preg
nancy may be predictive of the severity of PND. 
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TABLE 3 
F-VALUES FOR THE EIGHT SUBSCALES OF THE MDQ 

Menstrual Premenstrual lntermcnstrual 

F p-value F p-value F p-value 

Arousal 2.58 .115 2.22 .144 2.36 .132 
Autonomic Reactions 8.23 .006 3.99 .052 2.84 .099 

Hehnviour Chang..: 22.74 .000 l 1.86 .001 9.84 .003 
Control 10.71 .002 4.94 .031 12.09 .001 

Impaired Concentration 23.53 .000 8.29 .006 12.03 .001 

Negative Affect 26.99 .000 11 .63 .001 9.06 .004 

Pain 21.11 .000 5.98 .019 8.90 .005 

Water Rl':tcntion 16.66 .000 4.57 .038 10.08 .003 

TABLE 4 

CORRELATION MATRIX OF MDQ AND EPDS SCORES 

EPDS MD PMD ff) Total MDQ 

EPDS .67 .52 .46 .56 

Menstrual (MD) .79 .75 .93 

Premenstrual (PMD) .65 .90 
Intermenstrual (ID) .84 
Total :!v1DQ 
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Menstrual 

Premenstrual 

Intermenstrual 

TABLE 5 

CHI SQUARE TEST RESULTS 

Chi Square 

274.36 

199.12 

186.03 

DISCUSSION 

df 

36 

34 

27 

p-value less than

.00001 

.00001 

.00001 

The first hypothesis (H 1 ), that women who experience postnatal depression 
are more likely to suffer from premenstrual syndrome before pregnancy was 
supported tentatively. Seven of the MDQ subscales for the premenstrual phase 
and the menstrual phase and six subscales for the intermenstrual phase were sig
nificantly correlated with the EPDS scores, indicating a relationship with the 
development of PND. Several of the menstrual cycle distress symptoms are 
consistent with those reported during PND, such as anxiety, irritability and fa
tigue (Kaplan & Sadock, 1989), in addition to weight gain, dizziness and sleep 
disorders (insomnia or constant need for sleep). These findings are consistent with 
those of Graze et al. ( 1990) who reported that PMS is predictive of a future major 
depressive disorder. The current findings also add to the findings of Gitlin and 
Pasnau (1989), and O'Hara et al. (1991) who reported associations between PMS 
and maternity blues. In light of research reported by Aganoff and Boyle ( 1994), 
and by Cumming et al. (1994 ), the intermenstrual phase of the MDQ was also 
included in the definition of PMS in the present study. The fact that associations 
between PND scores on the EPDS and MDQ were found for menstrual and 
intermenstrual phases in addition to the premenstrual phase might suggest a 
somewhat nonspecific association between postnatal and prenatal distress that 
cannot be attributed specifically to any valid PMS syndrome. However, since as 
reported by Cumming et al. ( 1994 ), PMS symptoms may occur as early as 14 
days prior to menstruation ( encompassing up to 50% of the MDQ defined inter
menstrual phase), this possibility of a nonspecific association between· PND and 
menstrual cycle phase, does not seem warranted. Evidently, the present findings 
do provide at least some evidence for a relationship between premenstrual syn
drome and postnatal depression, suggesting the possibility of predicting future 
PND on the basis of pre-existing PMS. 

The second hypothesis (H2) proposed that severity of PMS would predict 
severity of PND. The highest association was found with menstrual distress, 
followed by premenstrual distress. Intermenstrual distress was also significant in 
relation to the severity of PND. As the PMD phase measures symptoms that occur 
only up to four days premenstrually, inclusion of the intermenstrual phase in the 
analysis evidently was justified. 
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The present findings suggest that severity of menstrua l and prcmcr1strual 
distress can predict both the development and severity of postnatal depression . 
Th is finding is consistent with thul of Warner c t al. ( 199 l ). ~everthclcss, a 
more parsimonious explanation of the resu lts may be Lhat wome11 who have 
been prone to negative mood in the past {regardless of menstrual status) are 
more prone to depression in the postpartum period. This possib il ity requires 
further investigation in future longitudinal research studies. 

Although some differencei. were evident between the nondcpressed and 
depressed groups of mothers in relation to demographic factors, nonsigni fi
cant correlations and a MANCOVA showed these v,1riables (age, marital 
status, occupational status and number of children) to have little effect on the 
development of PND. These findings are consistent with that of Hopkins, 
Marcus, and Campbell, (1984), Albright ( 1993). and Terry el al. { 1996) 
showing little or no association between demographic factors and the <level~ 
opment of PND. 

The somewhat low response rate may have heen due in part to the dcpres~ 
sive symptoms of PND, such as irrntionalily, guilt and confusion. As one letter 
the authors received 110led ''Some women are reluctanl lo discuss how tliey feel 
in relation to their ex.pcriences wjth PND.' ' Morris { 1987), Small et al. { 1994 ), 
Murray cl al. { L995). and Meager and Milgrom (1996) also reported similar 
problems during subject recruitment of mothen; suffering PND, highlighting some 
of the practical difficulties in conducting meaningfu 1 research in th is important 
area. 

Moos ( 198 5) and Hart ct 111. ( 198 7) indicaLecl that r~1rospectivc rerorting 
of menstrual cycle symptoms and PMS is reason ably reliable. Although 
women can accurately report premenstrual symptoms retrospectively, a report 
by postpartum women of their premenstrual symptoms may be open to in
fluence by current depression level (as well as current premenstrual symp
toms), making it difficult to rule out lhc effect of existing depressive sympto. 
matology on the reporting of PMS history. 

In summary, the current findings provide funhcr evidence that premen
strual syndrome is related to the development of postnatal depression. PMS 
experienced before pregmmcy mtty be ft valid predictor of future PND follow
ing childbirth. The present findings are consistent with prior rescurch indicat
ing a signiticllnt ns:;ociation between current depressive symptoms in mothers 
of infants and retrospectively reported premenstrual symptoms. Furrhcr re
search is now required lo expand on the8e findings using lllrger sample sizes 
and longitudina l studies, integrating both biolog ical and psycho logical as
pects. For example, it is possible that there may be difforcnccs between 
primiparnus and nonprimipe.rous mothers, so that a sludy of this variable 
based on a larger sample size would seem useful. 
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ABSTRACT 

This smdy examined diagnostic practices and ncurolcptic use al four ~,moral 
medical and surgical VA medical centers. Most effects were as expected, e.g .• 
patients administered ncuro[eptics during a prior hospitalization ,md who exhibit
ed more psychotic symptoms were more likely to be diagnosed with schizophre
nia than with a mood disorder. llowevcr, the centers differed in their diagnostic 
practices after adjusting for such differences in symptomatology. As a result, 
patienls were mure likely to receive m:urulcptie medication when treated at cer
tain hospitals relative to others even though these differences followed dircclly 
from differences in diagnostic practices. further research is needed to determine 
the extent to which these different di agnostic practices reflect variation in !min
ing, theoretical orientation, documentation, or justification for particular psychia~ 
Irie practices. Regardless, they have significant legal and prnfcssirmal ramifica
tions. 

INTRODUCTIO:r,.; 

In principle, a psychiatric pflticnt should receive the same diagnosis aml treat
ment regardless of where he or she is seen. IIowcver, various factors that lead to 
diffcrcm:cs in dia~nosis and therapy have been noted. For example, prior to DSM
Ill, there was a major difference between British and American's conceptions of 
schizophrenia, (Kendell, Cooper, Gourlay, Copehmd, Sharpe, & Gurland, 197 l ). 
E vcn at th c same i nsti tuti on s, such factors as thcoret ica I oric nta 1io n or person a 1 
idiosyncrasies have been noted ( c. g., Gi []is & Moran, 1981; Gill is, Lipkin, & 
Moran, l 98 l ). 
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Although one might study variation in diagnostic prnciice by seeing the same 
patient at different hospitals, it is rn.ore realistic to compare records that reflect 
different patients. Unfortunately, hospitals can and do differ with respect to their 
patient populations. Va.riou suitable models exist to adjust for these differences 
statistically as will be done in this paper, but the e adju 1men1s are nu better than 
their file data. Hospitals can thus differ because the hospitals vary in their record 
keeping even if rhcir diagnos(ie and therapeutic prncticcs ·were tho same. 

This study examines differences in diagno is and practice using multivariate 
procedures to in for the bases of cli nical judgment, following in the trndition of 
Gillis and Moran (I 98 l; Gillis, Lipkin, & Moran, 1981 )1 among oth~rs. Ill particu
lat·, we examined such differences ::1s they af fected patients diagnosed with schiz
ophrenia, major depression, or bipolar disorder. Diffen:nces were studied at the 
level of the institution, in particu lar, the VA. VA medical cen.tcrs arc of especial 
interns! because of the efforts they ma.kc to insure standardized care and the 
number of patients they treat. Such standardization would not, for example, be 
cxpect:cd, \.Vere one to cmnpare public and privately funded hospitals. Yet, differ
em:es among psychiatric and general medical i.nslitutions within the VA pose 
problems for standardization. One novel asp~cl of the investigation is that it uses 
technique· lO analyze such categorical criteria as diagnosis that have only become 
popular in very recent years. The particular model, loglincar analysi , is described 
in Wickens ( 1989). A second, more ubstantivc, quest lon wm; considered . 
As 0 m11e that VA cenkrs do differ with regard to both <liagnosis and treatment. A 
diagnosis is often conceived of as a plan of therapeutic acti n (<.'.g . , Cole & 
Mngnussen, l 966). If this were followed, di fference in treatment might vanish 
after differences in di agnosis are controlled c1 s diagnosticians, especially in the 
VA, may only differ in their criteria for diagnosis. Conversely, it is not unrcason
a.hlc to expect differences in treatment even controlling for differences in diagno
sis. 

The questions being asked - what proc'-' ses emulate psychiatric diagnoses 
and what implications cto these diagnoses have for treatment - arc hardly new. 
However, these questions have been ignored in the past decade lhough nu1.nerous 
studies were concerned with interrater reliability among m otal health prnctition
crs, such a Regier, Kaelber, Roper, Rae, ct al. ( I 994) between a prnctitioncr and 
another i_r1.strum<;lnl like the ' ID (Dunner & Tay, 1993), Millon (Patrick, l 993), 
or multiple measures (Perry, l 992) . Likewise, studies also xami ncd the validity 
of various instruments in relating to psychiatric judgments, such as Lesher and 
Berryhill ( 1994). 

METHOD 

The data were 773 records of inpatients diagno ed with schizophrenia, major 
depressiofl or bipolar disorder at one of four VA medical centers co<le named 
"Alpha," "Beta," "Gamma;· and " Delta'' (11 = 196, 277, 111, and 189, respec
tively). The VA considers all four Lo be general medical and surgical hospi tals. 
llowcver, Reta has a relatively large percentage (>f psychiatric patients and is the 
only one of the facilities with beds for long-term psychiatric patients . The 773 
records were dt:rivcd from a base of 999 consecutive admissions with these I D 
discharge diagnoses of296.4-296.6 (Bipolar disorder), 296.2-296.3 (Depressive 
disorder), or 295.1-295.3, 295.6 and 295.9 (Schizophrenia) obtained from a 
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regional VA office. The initial data included patients transft.:rrcd in lo site Beta. 
but cxc I udcd any pat ic nts tnmsforrcd out of the s i tc to wh i d1 they were admitted. 
Records were excluded past this initial point because: (a} they came from a center 
providing less than 100 cases (N= 77 over Lhrcc sites), or (bl Lhcy came from a 
selected site but had not been reviewed or scanned by Me<lipro, the VA quality 
assurance system {iV = 149). All patients were male. 

Each record con ta i ncd ( 1 ) the code for the VA medical ccn tcr 1rcaLing the 
piHicnt, (2) diagnosis (bipolar disnrdcr major depression. or schiLophren ia ), (3) 
age at time of treatment, ( 4) inpnticnt length or stay, { 5) prior ncurnleptic adminis
tration ( "use in the distant past," "use in !he recent past," "never.·· or "un
known"), (6) description of previous compliance with neurolcptics 
( "comp I iant." "not compliant," ··unknown," or "nol appl ic;-iblc ·' - the patient 
had not been previous] y admin i slcred a neuro !cpl i c). (7) n 1 i st of psychotic 
symptoms, { H) whether or not the pHt icnt was admin istcred a ncurolcplic as an 
inpatient, (9) whcth\.lr or nol the symploms had been adequately documented, ( I 0) 
whether or not ncuroleptic medication was continued wlrnn Lhc patient was re
leased from the hospilal, {JI) whether informed consent had been obtained for 
ncurolcptic medication (" yes or parti t1l" - as Cull consent WH$ rnrcly oht.1 incd, 
"no," or "not appliGablc" - the patient was not administered ncuro\cptics), and 
( 12) whether the discharge was regular or irregular. The file also conlaincd an 
additional 20 variables such a~ whether or not they \'icrc administered a tar<livc 
dyskincsia examination and th~ specific DSM-111-R C{1dc, but these vtiri.iblcs will 
not be considered in this paper. 

There are two bc1sic ways to incorporate the specific symptoms in the statisti
cal models reported below. One is to use a. dummy ( l vs. 0) code for presence vs. 
absence of each specific symptom, which HI lows each symptom Lo contribute 
differentially. The olhcr is to simply use a count of number of symptoms. which 
weights each symptom equally. The latter was chosen lo report for two reasons, 
one statistical n nd one s u hstun tive. The s\HI ist ica I reason is that 1miny fcw'CI' 
parameters need be estimated. Even though Lhc sample size was fairly large, this 
minimizes the extent to which the results capitalize upon chance. Second, results 
such as those noted above (Gillis & Moran, 1981; Gillis, Lipkin, & Mo rim, 1981) 
attest lo the i n<liv iduu I di ffcrcnccs among clinicians. This means d iffcrcn t ial 
wcigbting ,vould merely describe an average of an arbitruri ly chosen group of 
individuals un<l would not be dcscripti vc of any given VA center. Similarly, i.>vcn 
though weights could be estimated separately for each center to examine differ
ences among centers, each set would also rdfocl the arbitrarily formed average or 
the va1fous clinicians iit that site and t imc. In facl. preliminary analysis indicutcd 
that the "it don·t make no n~vcnnind" principle held. This principle (Kaiser 
l 970; Wainer, l 976) states that equal weighting of a set of predictors oficn kuds 
to highly similar results as differential weighting. 11 docs not mean that th..: clini
ci1rns consciously counted number or symptoms, only that their ,iudgmcnls can be 
emulated in this mamrnr. ln addition, there were 110 GAS scores or other mc1.1sure 
of symptom severity or ovcrnll functioning. 

Fi vc ind i vid uc1 ls skowcd lengths of stay as they had more than two years 
hospitalization. Their val ucs were l i mi tcd to 73 0 clu y~. 
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RESULTS 

Observed diJJ.mmces among VA centers. Tahk I contains the percentages of 
ca es diagnosed as schizophrenia, major <lcpn:ssion, and bipolar disorder m the 
four cenr,ers. As noted above, these were the only three diagnoses possible within 
this sample. The footnote to this table indicates that a i test of association was 
significant (p < .0 I); the di tribut.iolJ of diagnoses therefore varied significantly 
across the centers. Patients seen at l:enters Alpha and Beta arc usually diagnosed 
with schizophrenia (79.6% and 79. l %), but Alpha diagnoses nearly equal per
centages as having a major depression or a bipolar dis rder (11.2% and 9.2%) 
whereas bipolar diagnoses predominate at Beta (5.5% vs. 15.5%). Conversely, 
nearly ht1lf of the. patients seen at <Jamma arn diagnosed as having a major de
pression. These differences reflect, in part, differences in the missions of these 
centers, i.e., whether they are designed for acute or chronic psychiatric care. 

Table I also contains data regarding: (1) prior 11 urol ptic status, (2) com
pliance, (3) inpatient neuroleptic administration, (4) adequacy of ·ymptom 
documentation, (5) neuroleptic continuation on mnpatient basis , (6) informed 
consent, and (7) discharge status t1t each VA medical center. As footnoted, all '/ 
values testing for equal distributions of these pcn;enlages acros VA centers were 
significant (at p < .0 I). 

Table 2 contains the mean age (in years), lenglh of stay {in days), and number 
of ·ymploms reported. Simple analyses of variance were. conducted upon each of 
these three measures, and, in ca.ch case, the groups varied significantly. The 
respective F-t'atios were 4 .11, 18 .48, and I 1.16, und all were significant at 
p < .Ol. 

Thus, tho patients vary across VA centers with res poet to n mimbcr of varia
bles. Over 90% uf the patients at Alpha and Octa receive ncurolcptics while 
hospitalized, which is continued after discharge on over 85% of the patients 
whereas less than 65%, ure adminislcrcd ncurnleptics while hospitalized and as 
outpatients at Gamma. Parnlleling these difference in diagnosis and medication. 
more psychotic symptoms are reported at Alpha 1md Beta than at Gamma. 
However despite the similarities in mies of schizophrenia diagnoses at Alpha and 
Beta, the mean length of stay is over twice as long at Beta lhan at Alpha (36.4 vs. 
80. l days). As noted above. Beta was the only one site with Jong-tmm psychiatric 
beds, so this is not unexpected. The remaining site, transferred pa ticnts to Beta 
though, as noted, patients transferred out of a site were excluded from the study. 
Similarly, although De.lta diagnoses more patients as schizophrenic than Gamma 
(52.4% vs. 29.7%), fewer symptoms are. reported at Gamma ( l.9 vs. L.7). Even 
thougJ1 the age differences arc tiot large in an absolute sense, thcro is a 4.2 year 
difforcncc between Gamrna at t·hc one extreme (43.5 years) and Beta ar the other 
(47.7%). 

ln addition to these dlffcrences in diagnosis a.nd treatment. other fairly lar!,';C 
differences appeared with respect to compliance , where only L 1.7% of Alpha's 
patients vs. 20.7% ofGamrmi's patients were classified as compliant. ln contrast 
10 Gamnn, where only 76.6% of the patient files had symptom documentation, 
the rates were in excess of90% for Alpha and Beta. Partial or foll informed 
consent for neuroleptic use ranged from 0% at Delta to 28.1 % at Octa. Finally, 
only 4. 7% of the discharges at Delta were irregular whereas over 15% were at 
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TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR VA MEDICAL CENTERS 

(AS PERCENTS)2

VA Medical Center 
Variable Alpha Beta Gamma Delta 
Diagnosis 

Schizophrenia 79.6 79.1 29.7 52.4 
Major Depression 11.2 5.4 45.1 27.0 
Bipolar Disorder 9.2 15.5 25.2 20.6 

Prior NeuroleQtic Administration 
Distant Past 13.8 9.0 16.2 12.2 
Recent Past 55.6 56.7 32.4 53.4 
Never 14.3 13.4 46.0 12.2 
Unknown 16.3 20.9 5.4 22.2 

Prior Neuroleutic Comuliance 
Compliant 11.7 14.8 20.7 18.1 
Not Compliant 35.7 27.1 15.3 29.8 
Unknown 35.2 42.2 15.3 18.6 
Not Applicable 17.4 15.9 48.7 33.5 

Were NeuroleQtics Administered While in Hosuital? 
Yes 86.2 95.0 62.2 78.3 
No 13.8 5.1 37.8 21.7 

Were Sxmutoms Documented? 
Yes 90.8 95.0 76.6 82.0 
No 9.2 5.1 23.4 18.0 

Were Neurole12tics Continued After Discharge? 
Yes 75.0 85.2 62.3 84.5 
No 25.0 14.8 37.7 15.5 

Was Informed Consent Obtained For NeuroleQtic Use? 
Yes/Partial 3.6 28.1 13.0 0.0 
Never 70.4 55.9 49.3 83.1 
Not Applicable 26.0 16.0 37.7 16.9 

Txue of Discharge 
Regular 83.4 91.3 84.1 95.3 
Irregular 16.6 8.8 15.9 4.7 

Note: The values of x2 testing the null hypothesis that these percentages are
equal across the four VA medical centers are all significant at p < .01. 
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Alpha and Ommna. hi sum, thero arc fairly wide differences among these centers 
with regard 10 all major va.-iables. 

TABLE 2 

MEANS (M) AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SD) OF 
AGE (IN YEARS), LENGTH OF STAY (IN DAYS), AND 

NUMBER OF SYMPTOMS AT FOUR VA MEDICAL 
CENTERS 

VA Med ica I Center 

Variable Alpha Bera Gamma Oelta 
Age M 44.7 47.7 43.5 44.7 

SD 13.1 13.1 12.8 12.7 
Length of Stay A,! 36.4 80.1 48.6 24.2 

SD I 0.5 140.3 39.8 16.2 
Number of Symptoms M 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.7 

SD 1.3 1.1 l.6 L.2 

Logfi11ear analy.1es. Loglincar analysis (sec Wickens, 1989), as implemented 
in SAS [nst.itute's ( 1985) PROC ATMO , wus tiscd to estimate whut differenc
es might ex.isl among the center after adjusting for differences in their patient 
characteristics. This is a form of regres ion analy. i suitable to categorical critl.)r
ia. Instead of modeling a criterion directly, it m dcls the natural logarithm of l'he 
ratio of a target category to a given roforcnce criterion. Such log ratios arc known 
as log-odds ratio~. 

The first set of models concerns diagnrn;.is. We began using (a) number of 
syrnploms, (b) age, (c) length of stay, (d) prior ncurolcptic administrat:ion, (c) 
prior complianr,;e with ncuroleptics, and (f) number of symptoms as predictors. 
Predictors (b), (c), and {t) arc quantitative, and tht! remainder are categorical. 
However, length of sray and prior compliance did not cormibuto significantly to 
this 111<ldel. The decrease in the residual error, defined as a maximum likelihood 
chi-square (G2i, was a non-significant 5.39 (d{= 8) when they were rcmovcd. 1 In 
contrast, all remaining variable contributed signJficrtntly to the reduced model, 
and the removal of any incrc~1:,ed the residual error signi fie an tly. ln particul.1r, 
removing VA medical center as a predictor increased the error G2 by 100.28, 
p < .01, df= 6. Consequently, centers differ in diagnostic practice even after 
.adjusting for patient. charactcri tics. 

The resulting model provides parameter estimates for diagnosis: (a) schizo
phJcnin and (b) major depression rolaiive to diagnosis of bipolar disorder. These 
parameter estimates are equivalent to beta weights in ordinary linear regression in 
that each effect \jOntrols for all others in the model. Parameter estimates for 
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categorical predictors describe the association between a given category relative 
to a reference category (Beta for VA medical center and "not applicable" for 
prior neuroleptic administration) and the two criteria as a log odds ratio. The 
parameter estimates for quantitative predictors estimate the change in log criteri
on ratio per unit change in the predictor, i.e., slope. Taking the anti log of the 
parameter estimates ( exponentiating) provides odds ratios, which are presented in 
Table 3. The model also contains an intercept term reflecting overall differences 
in the three categories of diagnosis. This is of minor interest and is not presented. 

TABLE 3 

ODDS RATIOS FOR DIAGNOSIS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 

AND MAJOR DEPRESSION RELAIIVE TO 

BIPOLAR DISORDER3

Effect 

VA Medical Center 

Prior Neuroleptic 
Administration 

Number of Symptoms 

Age 

Odds Ratio 
Level Schizophrenia Major Depression 

Alpha 2.77** 1.05 

Gamma 0.32** 1.82* 

Delta 0.10* 1.39 

Recent Past 2.06** 0.43* 

Distant Past 0.84 0.81 

Never 0.44 ** 1.72* 

(Quantitative Variable) 1.41 ** 0.64* 

(Quantitative Variable) 0_97** 1.01 

Note: VA Medical Center Beta and the Not Applicable level of Prior Neuroleptic 
Administration are reference levels with odds ratios of 1.0, by definition. 
* p < .05. •• p < .01.

Thus, schizophrenia is diagnosed 2. 77 times as often as bipolar disorder at
Alpha than at reference Beta. This ratio is significantly greater than the 1.0 ex
pected were there no difference between centers once the remaining variables in 
the model were controlled. In other words, a patient of given age, neuroleptic 
history, and number of symptoms is more likely to be diagnosed schizophrenic at 
Alpha than at Beta. In contrast, the ratios are significantly lower at Gamma and 
Delta, 0.32 and 0.70, respectively. The odds of a person's being diagnosed as 
schizophrenic were 2.06 times greater for an individual who had been adminis
tered neuroleptics in the recent past as compared to someone for whom neurolep
tic administration was inapplicable (p < .01 ). However, the odds did not differ 
significantly from 1.0 for someone who was administered neuroleptics in the 
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distant past and were significantly less than 1.0 for someone for who never had 
been adm.inistcred oeurolcpties. ln addition, the odds of boing diagnosed schizo
phrenic increased by 1.41 per symptom and decreased by .97 per year of ago 
(both ·ign ificant at p < .01 ). 

The odds in favor of being diagnosed as depressed relative to bipolar were 
equivalent at Alpha, Delta and Beta, but were higher at Gamma. Recent adminis
tration of ncuroleptic administration decreased the odds of being diagnosed as 
depressed relative to ''not applicable,'' but never having been given a neuroleptic 
increased these odds. Finally, tho more psychotic symptoms a plltient exhibited, 
the les~ likely he is to be diagnosed as depressed. 

The next models evaluated the dctcrmlnant of being admini:stered neurnlcpt
ic:, while hospitalized. firSt, the variables originally used to predict diagnosis plus 
the diagnosis itself were used as predictors. Age, length of slay, and compliance 
with prior ncuro\cpt:ic administration were then removed as the increase in the 
error 0 2 was a nonsig;niticant 8.04 (df = 5) follmving their elimination. Removing 
VA medical center from the model increased rhe error G1 by ~.16 (p < .05, df= 
3). However, none of the individual center differed significantly from the base
line so it too was removed. This indicates that treatments were in fai.:t similar 
across the centers once ditforcnccs in their diagnostic practices· were controlled. 

Table 4 i.:ontains the odds ratios associated with the remaining predictors: 
diagnosis, prior ncuroleptic adiuin istration , and number of symptoms. As can be 
seen, being schi zophrcn ie b1c.reascd the odd, of neurolcptic administration and 
depressed reduced these odds r~lative to bipolar disorder. Rccclll administr!ition 
ofneuroleptics tilso increased these odds, whereas admini lrati0n in the distant 
past or never having been administered Jlc\'lrolcptics decreased the odds relative to 
"not appl [cable." Finally, administration of neuroleptics is highly related to 
number of symptoms al lime of admission. 

TABLE4 
ODDS RATIOS FOR INPATJENT ADMINISTRATION OF 

NE UROLEPTICS4 

h.r.fect 
Diagnosis 

Prior Neurolcptk Administration 

Number of Symptoms 

level 

Schizophrenia 

Major Depression 

Recent Past 

Distant Past 

Never 

(Quantitative Variable) 

Odds Ratio 

4.os·· 
0.40'" 

6.11 •• 

0.30•· 

0.4 t •• 
11.28 •• 

Note: Bi polar disorder and the Nol Applicable level of Prior Neuroleptic 
Administration an: rcfererice levels with odds ratios of 1.0, by definiLion. 
"'*p<.01. 
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A third series of models considered whether or not the patient would be pre
scribed neuroleptics upon discharge. This analysis was limited to 579 regularly 
discharged patients who had been administered neuroleptics while hospitalized. 
Starting with the original six variables plus diagnosis, it was possible to eliminate 
number of symptoms and prior compliance as they failed to contribute to the 
model when included and did not significantly increase the error when excluded 
(G2 = 8.10, df= 4). The same held true for differences among VA medical cen
ters. This again indicates the similarity in treatment once difference in diagnosis 
is controlled. The odds ratios for the remaining variables, diagnosis and prior 
neuroleptic administration are presented in Table 5. As can be seen, a diagnosis of 
schizophrenia and recent administration increases the odds of being continued on 
medication, whereas major depression, administration in the distant past or never 
decreases the odds as compared to the baselines provided by bipolar disorder and 
"not applicable." Again, VA medical center does not play a direct role, but it is 
important indirectly since it is associated with differences in diagnosis. 

TABLE 5 

ODDS RATIOS FOR CONTINUATION OF 

NEUROLEPTICS AFTER DISCHARGE 

Effect Level Odds Ratio 

Diagnosis Schizophrenia 3.89** 

Major Depression 0.45 ** 

Prior Neuroleptic Administration Recent Past 2.8s** 

Distant Past 0.58 * 

Never 0.49* 

Note: Bipolar disorder and the Not Applicable level of Prior Neuroleptic 
Administration are reference levels with odds ratios of 1.0, by definition. 
*p<.05. **p<.01. 

Evaluation of the models. At present, there is no universally accepted descrip
tion of the fit of a loglinear model to parallel the multiple correlation (R) in ordi
nary least squares regression. This is a particular problem in evaluating diagnostic 
practice since there are three nominal criterion categories. The predicted probabil
ities of the three diagnoses are, however, available for correlation with actual 
outcomes over patients. Because these predicted probabilities employ information 
from four predictors, their correlations with the respective outcomes are, in fact, 
multiple correlations (R). These values of R were 0.61, 0.62, and 0.19 for the 
respective presence vs. absence of schizophrenia, major depression and bipolar 
disorder. Further analysis indicated that bipolar disorders were predicted poorly 
because the model tended to underdiagnose them. All three correlations are also 
attenuated because the three actual outcomes are categorical and the three 
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predicted outcomes arc continuous variables. Using the largest of the three prob
abilities as a patient's predicted diagnosis, only 1.2% of the cases was predicted 
to be bipolar disorders vs. 16.6% in actmliity. The model did predict 76%1 of the 
dit1gnoscs correctly. 

the evaluation is simpler for the other two criteria, which are pre encc/nb
sencc dichotomies. A single ,•aluc ot'R is StJffkicm in each c!lse. These values 
were 0.86 and 0.46 for inpatient neurolcptic administration and its continuation. 
The model correctly classified 95% and 88% of the re. pective 011tcoine~. 

orscussroN 

There arc obvious ditforcnccs arnong hospitals in term· of their mission and, 
a a result, the patients they sec. However, these differences arc in:.ufficicnt to 
acwunt for differences in diagnosis at i111c:se con.tcr . For example, Alpha and Beta 
had highly percentages of l aticnts d iagnose<l as schizophrenic (Table 1) yet they 
were the most disparate with n.:gard to !he model parameters f(.1r the diagnrn,is of 
schizophrenia {Table 3), Conversely, these same two tables show that /\lph::i nnd 
Gmrnna were the two most disparate with regard to percentages of schizophrenic 
patients yet their model parameters were the most similar. The extent to which 
idiosyncrasies in diagnostic practice versus systematic differences due to such 
factors a ditfcrcnccs in training and theoretical perspective contribute lo these 
overall differences cannot be determined from the present data as we have no 
access to the clinicians' backgrnunds. A lthougl1 one might argue that patients 
admitted to a psychiatric ho ·pita l should be classified as sc hizophrenic mote 
frcquontly tlrnn paticn1s seen at gcncrnl mcdical und surgical hospituls, it is un
clear why this would be the case afler symptomatolo~y is controlled since the 
former t roup should be more symptomatic, in general. In other words, it is not 
clear (and it may not be clear to a jury deciding a malpractice case) why two 
patients with the same symptoms seen al these different scflings would be diag
nosed di ffercntly. II is also of interest to note that even though such variables r1s 
age and [)rior ncurolepti.c history arc not part of DSM , they do comributc to ex
plaining clinician's diagno~tic behavior and treatment independently of sympto
matology. Note tha! if these non-symptomological variables were to merely cor
rclati.! and not contribute indcpendencly, they would have received 11011 ignificant 
weights in the equations. 

Our results clearly stress the importance of undcrstanJing tho bases or diag
noses since both inpatient and outpatient neuroleptic administrations arc highly 
predictable from this information. Once a patient is diagnosed, diflerences among 
hospitals disappear with respect to both inpatient and outpatient ncuroleptic 
adrni11istration. This does not mean that the probability that a given patie1rt will be 
administered a neurolcptic at the different centers is the ~rnmc. For example, 
bccaus0 patients with the same number of symptoms and prior ncuroleptic history 
flrc more likely to be diagnosed as schizophrenic at Alplrn than at any of the other 
centers, they arc also more likely to be administered neuroleptics because of the 
diagnosis. The increased possibility of side effects like tardive dyskinesia docs 
not depend upon whether these differences are directly due to differences among 
centers or arc an indirect couscqucncc of differences in diagnostic practice. These 
differences among centers might also produce social co11sc(1ucnccs that reflect the 
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diffcnmees in the stigma of the various diagnoses. although some suggest this 
c ffcct is wen k ( Gove & Fain, 197 3} . In general, the rcma ini ng variabl cs that 
entered into the three models presented above did so in a reasonable manner, e.g., 
one would expect patients with diagnoses of schizophrcn iEI or bipolar disorder to 
exhibit more psychotic symptoms than patients with symptoms of major depres

sion. Prior ncurolcptic history am.I diugnosi~ played similar roles in the inpntient 
and outpatient administration of neurolcptics. 

These cone lusions arc only us good as the completeness of model sped Ii ca
tion {inclusion of relevant predictors .ind exclusion of irrelevant ones). I ndccd, we 

find it quite likely that unspecified variables accounts for cliffcrt!nccs among 
hospitals. especially <11 psychiatric vs. general mc<lical and surgical centers. 
H owcver, these data were not present in the patient records and therefore could 
not be defended under cha1lcnge. A variant on this issue is that clinician's differ 
in their criterion for reporting a symptom because nf difference!,, in the base rates 
for that symptom at that selling. A gi,1cn patient might be less likely Lo be judged 
as delusional, for cxamrlc, if a high percentage of individuals at that setting arc 
delusional. Again, that possibility need& documcntution in some way when chal
lenged. 

Some variables, such as h:n~th of stay, wh kh correlate with diagnosis, did not 
need to be included in the mode 1 bcca use they were rcdundan t wi lh resri:cl to 

lhosc that were. A:-; Nunnally and Bernstein (1994), among others, point out, 
including more than the best three or four predictors in a model rarely has any 
major effect on the results ofa regression analysis. Moreover, Fenlon imd ~c

G lashan ( J 9~9; also sec Lipkowitz & ldupugnoli, l 9H5) nlso found that relatively 
few symptoms need he consi<lcrcd lo emulate c I inician' s tlingnost ic rractices 
accurntcly. Differences among hospitals in their rate of diagnosing schizophrl)nia 
were in fact quite lar!;!;C and unlikely to be greatly affected by including more 
information from the present database. However, the more subtle differences in 
prediction of major depression mighl be affected morn. 

In contrast to the minimal expcctc:d change in the present sl\! of observations 
that a more complex specification would produce, it seems more likely tnnt·c 
adequate documentation of symptoms would have a much larger effect. Number 

of symptoms is a major determinant of all criteria so it is vital this be adcq uatcly 
documented. Recall that there was a 2o<Yo range in symptom documentation. a 
30% range in reviewing records, and 149 record~ had to be i:liminutcd rrior to 

analysis. We cannot rule llllt the possibility that this difforcnc;c in symptom 
documentation, rather than the: difference in diagnostic practice, will ultimately 
prove the critical finding of this raper. Regardless, we underscore the :social und 
legal importance of justifying psychi!llric diagnosis and treatment, particularly in 
light of the current debate about government's role in health care. 
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Footnotes 

I. The symbol G2 conventionally describes a likelihood ratio chi-square to differ
entiate it from the more widely used Pearson statistic (x2), as used in Table 2. The 
two chi-square values converge in large samples (Wickens, 1989) 
2. The values of x2 testing the null hypothesis that these percentages are equal 
across the four VA medical centers are all significant at p < .01. 
3. VA Medical Center Beta and the ~ot Applicable level of Prior Neurolcptic 
Administration are reference levels with odds ration of 1.0, by definition, 
• 0 •• p < . 5 and p < .01 
4. Bipolar disorder and the Not Applicable level of Prior Neuroleptic Administra
tion are reforence levels with odds ration of 1.0, by definition. •• p < .DI 
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